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Abstract
This thesis investigates various aspects of the effects of technological change,

capital subsidies, and firm dynamics on labor reallocation, wage inequality,

the gender pay gap and, coworker learning in Italy.

The first chapter uses a matching model that partitions the workforce into

white and blue-collar workers, and firms hire both types while optimizing

their labor composition based on a quality-quantity trade-off. Technological

change leads to increased capital investment, affecting labor composition and

wage distribution. Results from simulation modeling on Italian data show

that worker-capital complementarities drive inequality changes within firms,

while worker-capital complementarities, worker-teammates complementarity,

and compositional effects account for shifts in the between-firms component.

The second chapter further investigates the impact of capital subsidies on

the gender pay gap, highlighting the distribution of the pay gap between and

within firms over time. A theoretical model explains the connection between

pay gap distribution, capital intensity and skill pay gap. Reducing capital

rental prices can decrease gender pay gap by allowing female workers to sort

into better-matched jobs at the expense of an increased skill gap.

The last chapter explores coworker learning opportunities, acknowledging

firms as the ultimate arrangers of a worker’s group of colleagues. A firm

dynamics general equilibrium model with human capital spillovers among col-

leagues is used. The model human capital allocation is efficient, as it balances

learning and production complementarities based on firm productivity level.

Using employer-employee data, the study reveals stylized facts on coworker

spillovers conditional on firm growth and size, emphasizing the importance of

a large pool of small growing firms to generate coworker learning opportunities.
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Chapter 1

Firm Wage Inequality:

Capital-Skill Complementarity

and Labor Reallocation
Cristina Lafuente & Gabriele Macci

Abstract
This paper studies how technological change affects labor reallocation in

the economy and how the latter feeds into changes over wage inequality.

In our model, the workforce is partitioned into white and blue-collars and,

within each category, workers are heterogeneous in their quality. Firms

operate by hiring both white and blue-collars and differ one another on

their labor composition on two margins: the quality and the intensity of

their labor factors. In addition, each firm chooses capital optimally to

fit with its labor force. Technological change encourages firms to invest

in more capital, which feeds back into their labor composition decisions,

and ultimately in the distribution of wages across firms in the economy.

We compare our simulated model to Italian data for 1998 and 2001. The

model qualitatively replicates the data increased (decreased) inequality

within (between) firms. We decompose inequality changes into three chan-

nels, namely worker-capital complementarity, worker-teammates comple-

mentarity and a compositional effect. Worker-capital complementarities

are the dominant source of changes in inequality for the within firm com-

ponent while all three channels are important to account for the shifts in

the between firms component of inequality.

1.1 Introduction

How does technological change affect the reallocation of labor across firms? And how does

this translate into wage inequality? Despite many studies have found that more polarized

labor composition across establishments explains most of the rise in wage inequality over

the last few decades —see Song et al. (2019) for US from 1981 to 2013, Card et al. (2013) for
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Germany from 1985 to 2009 and, Skans et al. (2007) for Sweden from 1985 to 2000— none

of those studies analyses how labor reallocates across firms as a consequence of technological

change.1 However, labor allocations, and in particular the workforce composition of a firm,

is directly affected by technological change because the latter alters the technical rate of

substitution i) among labor and capital, ii) among different occupations and, iii) among

quality and quantity within each occupation.2 In this paper, we develop and test a model of

labor (re-)allocation and wage determination that explicitly allows for technological change

to affect workforce composition within and between firms in the economy.

The literature on rising wage dispersion and its firm-level decomposition, so far, has

been primarily empirical. Even though a comparison of the results across-countries is not

straightforward due to different methodologies and national data sources, a recurrent find-

ing is that firm-level changes in labor composition explain most of the variation in wage

dispersion (see for instance Song et al. 2019 and the references therein). Here, we advance

an interpretation for this regularity by proposing a new theoretical framework that links

together firm hiring decisions with technological change.

The interaction between labor reallocation and capital investment is at the core of our

interpretation. For about half a century, technological change led to a substitution of labor

for capital (Acemoglu and Autor, 2011). The thesis of our paper is that not only the new

capital has been biased in favor of white-collar occupations —so as to affect the relative

quantity demanded of white-collar workers versus blue-collar workers—, but it has also

been talent-biased. In other words, for a given occupation, the degree at which capital has

substituted for labor has been inversely proportional to the talent of the workers employed.

As a consequence, lower-quality workers (less talented), either white or blue-collar, were

more frequently displaced and tended to match together, ending up working for the same

firms. This has determined an increase in between firm segregation over the quality of their

workforce. This quality segregation has caused an upsurge in overall inequality due to rising

between firm inequality.

The seminal paper of Krusell et al. (2000) showed how skill-biased technological change

can lead to an increase in inequality overall in the economy. The aim of our work is to

detail such an increase at an higher resolution. With higher resolution, we mean looking at

firm-level evolution of inequality. To do this, we will follow the set-up proposed by Eeckhout

and Kircher (2018)3 augmented by two capital factors, namely structures and equipment.

In line with Krusell et al. (2000), technological change is proxied by the faster growth of

equipment assets relative to structures and labor supply.

Trade literature (see for instance Costinot and Vogel 2010, Sampson 2016 and, Grossman

et al. 2017) has vastly documented the repercussions of sorting and matching on inequality.

A major contribution of this literature is to develop a framework that distinguishes two

forces driving changes into inequality: i) variations in wages (the price of factors) and ii)

variations in the allocation of workers (the quantity and quality of factors). This project also

starts from the same step, decomposing inequality changes into those two forces. However,

as a further step with respect to this literature, the presence of capital in the model allows

1Sector-level studies like Haltiwanger et al. (2022) and Briskar et al. (2022) argue that industries differ-
ences in wage inequality are first-order compared to within-sector firm-level dispersion.

2Generally, the quality and the quantity of work required to perform a job are not perfect substitutes
unless the job can be represented in terms of efficiency units. Therefore, in general, there is a trade-off
between hiring more versus hiring better workers (Eeckhout and Kircher, 2018).

3Instead of the original two-sided market for workers and managers, we consider a formulation where
workers are on both sides of the market.
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to trace back how those two forces varied as a consequence of technological change. To do

this, we develop a structural model that explicitly accounts for changes in labor composition

across firms. In fact, just adopting a reduced-form approach, as in Song et al. (2019), would

prove limited in disentangling how technological change influenced wages because it does

not consider how labor reallocates as a response to the technological progress. We show that

in a sufficiently rich framework, where a worker marginal product depends also on their own

colleague type and quantity, labor reallocation plays a substantial role in shaping the wage

profile of the economy after a change in capital investment.

The model is not properly calibrated, yet we report the outcomes from an informed

simulation. The model parameters are chosen after comparing to an Italian administrative

dataset from Veneto region (Veneto Workers History), for the years 1998 and 2001. We use

moments from 1998 for a first calibration of the model to show its qualitative properties.4

In particular, we use the calibrated model to decompose the effects of wage inequality orig-

inating from a decrease in the price of equipment. We keep the 1998 parameters constant

and simulate a decrease in the price of equipment which proxies technological change oc-

curring between 1998 and 2001. We do this in the spirit of Krusell et al. (2000) as a proxy

to isolate the effects of the technological change channel on wage inequality. First, as in

the data, the simulated wages increase in their variance when equipment becomes cheaper.

Also qualitatively similar to the data, the wage dispersion between firms lowers while within

firms gets higher. Second, we use the theoretical structure of our theory to account for how

much of these changes are attributable to capital-labor complementarities and teammates

complementarities, the residual being a compositional effect. We argue that capital com-

plementarities are first order in explaining the rise in inequality occurring within firms. At

the same time, our theory suggests that all three channels are relevant for explaining the

decrease in between firm wage dispersion.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 1.2 introduces the model and discusses

at length the production function specification adopted for the quantitative exercise. In

particular, section 1.2.3 describes how to decompose variations in wage inequality using our

model, the exact formulas are then reported in appendix A.2. In section 1.3 we describe

our data, how the equilibrium looks like for the calibrated version of our model and, a

structural decomposition of the wage variance. Finally section 1.4 concludes and outlines

future research directions.

1.2 Model

Our environment can be regarded as a specific application of the framework conceptualized in

Eeckhout and Kircher (2018). Their paper is the first to investigate a firm trade-off between

hiring more versus better workers in a competitive economy with two-sided heterogeneity.

Such framework is especially suitable for studying inequality (Grossman et al., 2017) because

a worker’s marginal product is not just a function of his own type but also depends on the

type and quantity of his colleagues. Consequently, fairly general wage distributions can be

obtained when the production structure is rich enough.

The production function we consider fits well into the logic of Krusell et al. (2000) who

4Please note that the simulation in its current stage is informed by the data but still distant in several
regards. As such, the quantitative conclusions of the simulation are intended for illustration purposes. A
full estimation with a better quantitative fit to the data will be available in the next update of this project.
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study wage inequality evolution as a consequence of technological change. The main success

of Krusell et al. (2000) has been replicating the evolution of US skill-premium with a rela-

tively parsimonious model. They partition the labor force into blue and white collars, and

look at how each labor group’s respective marginal product is affected by its complementar-

ity with capital equipment.5 Motivated by their success, our model assumes heterogeneity

within both blue and white-collars and exploits the methodology developed by Eeckhout

and Kircher (2018) to determine how wage dispersion evolves within and between firms as

a reaction to an incentive in investing more into capital equipment.

1.2.1 Environment

The environment is static and can be regarded as a stationary economy in which any inter-

temporal decision has implicitly collapsed into a present value formulation. The environment

abstracts from any type of friction, in particular labor search frictions and capital adjust-

ment costs.6

Production is organized into teams. A team is a collection of blue and white-collar

workers equipped with a certain amount of capital. There are two types of capital, namely

equipment, q, and structures, k. Both types of capital are in perfectly elastic supply. In

other words, at a certain price iq (ik for structures) a team is served as much equipment

(structures) as it demands. We distinguish equipment capital from capital structures be-

cause their returns are strikingly different and, as a consequence of technological change, the

former was accumulated much faster than the latter during the twentieth century (Krusell

et al., 2000).

The workforce is partitioned into two groups, blue and white-collar workers. Blue-collar

workers are denoted by u and they are heterogeneous in their type x, which is distributed

according to a generalized CDF U(x) such that
∫ x̄

x
¯
dU(x) = Ū , where Ū is the total mass of

blue-collar workers and x
¯
and x̄ are, respectively, the worst and the best type of blue-collar

workers. Similarly, white-collar workers are denoted by s and they are heterogeneous in their

type y, which is distributed according to a generalized CDF S(y) such that
∫ ȳ

y
¯

dS(y) = S̄,

where S̄ is the total mass of white-collar workers and y
¯
and ȳ are, respectively, the worst

and the best type of white-collar workers. We assume that in each team there is only one

x and one y-type, though we do not make any restriction on their quantities (i.e. the u

and the s are unrestricted).7 To sum up, a team is a collection of labor and capital factor

quantities {u, s, k, q} and labor factor qualities {x, y}.

For a given team, the production structure closely mimics Krusell et al. (2000). Produc-

5Actually, the partition in Krusell et al. (2000) is into skilled and unskilled workers. So their production
function distinguishes workers on the basis of their education. On the contrary, we split them on the basis of
their occupation. In a hypothetical world in which unskilled workers are only blue collars and skilled workers
are only white collars, the two partitions perfectly overlap. We argue that partitioning the workforce based
on their occupation is more interesting when looking at firm-level data because it relates more closely to the
actual tasks performed by the worker on their job.

6Extending the model to the case of competitive search is relatively straightforward (see Eeckhout and
Kircher 2018). On the contrary, adding capital adjustment costs would require a dynamic framework as the
firm problem cannot be regarded as stationary anymore.

7Actually, it would be sufficient to assume that in each team there is only one x-type as the fact that
there is a single y-type follows as a result if the production function displays constant returns to scale in
quantities (see Eeckhout and Kircher 2018, lemma 1).
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tion can be seen as a two-layer hierarchy of “problems” that the team needs to solve in order

to produce output (Garicano, 2000).8 First, there is a “cognitive problem” that the team

can only solve using a combination of white-collar work, s, and equipment capital q. Second,

more labor is needed to implement the cognitive solution, and this requires the participation

of blue-collar work, u. Finally, the production activity takes place into a physical place so

the previous two steps are combined with capital structures, k. The second similarity with

Krusell et al. (2000) is that we assume that factors substitute for each other at constant

elasticity rates. Given this assumption and the production steps just outlined, we propose

the following production function:

CD (k,CES (u,CES (q, s))) , (1.1)

where CES and CD stands for Constant-Elasticity-of-Substitution and Cobb-Douglas, re-

spectively. Notice that, as technically required in Eeckhout and Kircher (2018), both CD

and CES functions are concave and expression (1.1) displays constant returns to scale in

{u, s, k, q}.
Since structures do not play a central role for our argument, we set a unitary elasticity of

substitution between k and the other factors. On the other hand, the elasticity rates of the

two CES functions are crucial for determining with whom a blue or a white-collar individual

teams up and what is going to be their marginal product. Under this functional specification

we say there is “white-collar-biased technological change” when equipment substitutes for

blue-collar workers at an higher rate than for white-collar workers.9

We depart from Krusell et al. (2000) in relaxing the assumption that all teams in the

economy substitute at the same rate labor for capital. In particular, we design the elasticity

rates so that they display two properties. First, the higher the worker type (either blue

or white-collar), the less is substitutable with equipment. Second, the higher the type of

the white-collar worker in the team, the more a blue-collar worker is substitutable with

equipment. If one interprets a type as a measure for talent, then property one says that

technological change is “talent-bias”, in the sense that the higher a worker type, the more

they are complement with equipment. Property two, says that the higher the type of a

white collar worker, the more facilitated is the adoption of equipment in substitution for

blue-collar labor. To formalize, consistent with these two properties, we assume white-collar

workers and blue-collar workers substitute with equipment with respective elasticities of

εq,s =
1

1− ρ+ y
and εq,u =

1

1− σ + x− y
. (1.2)

The parameters ρ and σ are common across all teams and denote the baseline substitution

rate when worker types are normalized to the value of 0, allowing for a direct comparison

with Krusell et al. (2000).10 On the other hand, equipment is more complement with higher

x and y types as εq,s decreases in y and εq,u decreases in x. Finally, higher values in y tend

8Alternatively, one could think of these problems as a series of tasks in the spirit of Acemoglu and Autor
(2011).

9This is exactly what Krusell et al. (2000) document in their study on the aggregate US economy, there
is skill-biased technological change (see also footnote 5 above). Sharing the same elasticity for white-collar
workers and equipment vs. blue-collar workers seems sensitive to assume since both equipment and white-
collar workers contribute to solve the team cognitive problems.

10As a benchmark, Krusell et al. (2000) estimate elasticities of 1.67 and .67, respectively, for blue and
white-collar jobs for the aggregate US economy (see also footnote 5 above).
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to make equipment more substitute with blue-collar work.

We propose the following specification for the nested production function described in

(1.1):

F (x, y, u, s, k, q) =

Akk
α

[
ψũ(u, x, y)σ̃(x,y) + (1− ψ)

(
λs̃(s, x, y)ρ̃(y) + (1− λ)(Aqq)

ρ̃(y)
) σ̃(x,y)

ρ̃(y)

] (1−α)
σ̃(x,y)

,

(1.3)

where

ρ̃(x, y) =ρ− y

σ̃(x, y) =σ − x+ y

ũ(u, x, y) =u(δuϕu(x)
γ + (1− δu)ϕs(y))

1
γ

s̃(s, x, y) =s(δwϕu(x)
γ + (1− δw)ϕs(y))

1
γ

and ϕu(x) and ϕs(y) are positive and increasing in their arguments. Function F denotes a

team’s total output, Ak and Aq are capital productivity measures, α, ψ, and λ contribute

to determine the income shares of the four factors {u, s, k, q}. The type of workers {x, y}
play two roles in (1.3). First, worker types affect elasticities as described above. Second,

worker types affect the efficiency units value of labor quantities u and s, through functions

ũ and s̃. Notice these two functions are CES aggregator in ϕu(x) and ϕs(y), with elasticity

parameter γ. Intuitively, when γ < 0, the worker types {x, y} are complement and otherwise

are substitute. This interaction between x and y is an important force in guaranteeing the

equilibrium allocation is PAM or NAM. 11 Finally notice that the expression in (1.3) as

constant returns to scale in {u, s, k, q}.

1.2.2 Equilibrium

To define a competitive equilibrium for this economy we need to specify prices and alloca-

tions. Let us denote with {ωb(x), ω̃w(y)} the wages of blue-collar and white-collar workers

whose type is {x, y} respectively. To spell out allocations, we need to keep track of which

workers are employed in the same team. To do this, let us define with µ(x) the type y

of white-collar workers who are matched with blue-collar workers of type x. For a given

function µ(x), we can express the wage of a white-collar worker y = µ(x) as ωw(x) = ω̃w(y).

Let us also define θ(x) as the quantity of x-type workers that are matched to one unit

of white-collar worker of type y = µ(x). Notice since (1.3) displays constant returns in

{u, s, k, q} we can normalize s to 1 and define the intensity-unit of production function

f(x, y, θ, k, q) = 1
sF (x, y,

u
s , 1, k, q) for θ = u

s .
12 Finally denote with q(x) and k(x) the

amount of capital equipment and structures used by a team that employs x-type workers.

Using this notation, a team {x, y, θ, k, q} is formed whenever the following expression is

11Despite we do not have an analytical proof, numerically whenever we set ũ = u neither the PAM or
NAM condition are fulfilled.

12With a little abuse of notation, we keep writing k and q although they should also be intended as
normalized by units of white-collar work, that is k/s and q/s.
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maximized in equilibrium:

max
{x,y,θ,k,q}

f(x, y, θ, k, q)−
[
ωb(x)θ + ωw(y) + ikk + iqq

]
, (1.4)

and maximizing (1.4) implies that no x or y-type workers find it optimal to leave their own

team to join a different production team.

Definition 1.1. Given iq and ik, a competitive equilibrium is a tuple {ωb(x), ωw(x), µ(x), θ(x), k(x), q(x)}
such that:

1. {x, µ(x), θ(x), k(x), q(x)} is a solution to (1.4) for every x ∈ [x
¯
, x̄], given ωb(x) and

ωw(x);

2. labor demand for x and y-types does not exceed the endowment U(x) and S(y) for any
sub-interval of [x

¯
, x̄] and [y

¯
, ȳ];

Let us start characterizing the equilibrium with noticing that a constant return technol-

ogy in factor quantities, implies that the value of the team maximization problem in (1.4)

is zero in equilibrium. To make any further progress, we need for the two sides of the labor

market to match assortatively, either positively (PAM, µ′(x) > 0) or negatively (NAM,

µ′(x) < 0). Define as F̂ (·) an auxiliary production function that already encompasses the

optimal capital decisions.13 Then Eeckhout and Kircher (2018) show that a necessary and

sufficient condition to have PAM in equilibrium is:

F̂xyF̂us > F̂xsF̂yu, (1.5)

which must hold for the whole domain of {x, y, u, s}. Vice versa, there is NAM when the

sign of (1.5) is reverted over all the domain. In appendix A.1 and Eeckhout et al. (2021) are

reported the conditions on the original production function F that guarantee condition 1.5

is fulfilled. Equilibrium wages and allocations are readily obtainable under PAM or NAM

according to Proposition 2 in Eeckhout and Kircher (2018). In particular, notice that the

economy is competitive and so wages equal worker marginal products for their own team.

A type-x blue-collar in equilibrium gets ωb(x) = fu(x, µ(x), θ(x), k(x), q(x)) and a type-

y white-collar matched to x′ = µ−1(y) receives ωw(x′) = fs(x
′, µ(x′), θ(x′), k(x′), q(x′)).

The schedule form µ(x) and θ(x) are derived after solving the following partial differential

equations:

PAM: µ′(x) =
H(x)

θ(x)
, θ′(x) =

H(x)F̂yu − F̂xs

F̂us

NAM: µ′(x) = −H(x)

θ(x)
, θ′(x) = −H(x)F̂yu + F̂xs

F̂us

where H(x) = dU(x)
dS(µ(x)) .

13Formally, one defines F̂ (·) as:

F̂ (x, y, u, s) = max
{k,q}

F (x, y, u, s, k, q)− ikk − iqq,

where optimal k and q are functions of the remaining input values, {x, y, u, s}.
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Notice that despite the equilibrium {µ, θ} are unique, the values for u(x) and s(x) are

not. This is because there are constant returns in factor quantities. Consequently, this

implies that we cannot pin down the exact number of teams for a given x, but only their

total mass. For instance, suppose that x and y match in equilibrium and so there is a

measure dW(µ(x)) of teams employing x and y. It remains undetermined in the model

whether this mass dW(µ(x)) just comprises a single atomistic team or a potentially infinite

a multitude of them.

In spite of this caveat, the wage dispersion decomposition outlined in the next section

applies anyhow. This is an important result for our argument as it means that using our

notion of “teams” is enough for explaining the wage dispersion variation within and between

firms, despite the absence of a well-defined notion of a firm in the model. Intuitively, this

result holds true because two identical firms (same factor quantities and same wages) can

be regarded as a single firm twice as large. In either case, total output is the same because

of constant returns and so are individual wages and total wage variance. In the case of two

separate firms, the across firm component of a wage variance decomposition is zero, as the

two firms have identical wage schedules and worker composition. In the case of a single

firm, the across firm wage variance is zero by definition.

1.2.3 Wage dispersion changes decomposition

As each team only comprises a certain x and y-type and there is a continuum of different

types in the economy, then there exist a continuum of different teams. For each team

{x, µ(x), θ(x), k(x), q(x)} we can compute the average wage, ω(x), and its variance, σ2:

ω(x) =
θ(x)ωb(x) + ωw(x)

θ(x) + 1
(1.6)

σ2(x) =
[
ωw(x)− ωb(x)

]2 θ(x)

θ(x) + 1
. (1.7)

Using (1.6) and (1.7), it is possible to derive total wage dispersion in the economy. Since

for every x there is a density dSW(µ(x)) of teams, then average wage and total variance in

the economy are:

ω =

∫ x̄

x
¯

ω(x)dSW(µ(x)) (1.8)

σ2 =

∫ x̄

x
¯

[ωw(x)− ω]
2
dSW(µ(x)) +

∫ x̄

x
¯

[
ωb(x)− ω

]2
dUB(x), (1.9)

rearranging (1.9) and exploiting the fact that under PAM we have
∫ x′

x
θ(x)dW(µ(x)) =∫ x′

x
dB(x),14 one can decompose total wage dispersion into variation occurring within teams,

W , and between teams, B. We have:

σ2 =W +B =

∫ x̄

x
¯

σ2(x)dSW(µ(x)) +

∫ x̄

x
¯

[ω(x)− ω]
2
(θ(x) + 1)dSW(µ(x)). (1.10)

14Under NAM we have
∫ µ(x′)
µ(x)

θ(x)dSW(x) =
∫ x
x′ dB(x) and decomposition in (1.10) goes through un-

changed.
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Notice this is the model counterpart of empirical measures of wage inequality decomposition

across firms, as for instance computed in Song et al. (2019) and Briskar et al. (2022).

Changing the primitives of the model is going to change total wage dispersion for the

economy. As several forces contribute to that change, the model can help us in identify-

ing them. First, changes in the primitives of the model imply a direct effect in a worker

marginal product and so on their wage. However, when primitives change, also team compo-

sition {x, µ(x), θ(x), k(x), q(x)} endogenously responds in equilibrium. Such an equilibrium

response entails an indirect effect on wages. This is the case because a worker marginal

product does not only depend on their own type but also on i) the level of capital per

worker in the team (capital deepening complementarities) and ii) their colleague type µ and

relative proportion θ (teammates complementarities). Furthermore, for a given level of total

wage dispersion, reallocating workers across teams is also going to affect the share of wage

dispersion within and between firm . This is the compositional effect.

As an illustration of these three effects, suppose to compare economy A and B which

are identical but for the return of equipment where iq,B < iq,A. In this example, the direct

effect on wages is null because iq does not directly affect the marginal product of labor. To

look into the indirect effect on wages, let us start by fixing team composition as in economy

A and denote these teams as {x, µA(x), θA(x), kA(x), qA(x)}. Any of these team can rent

equipment at a cheaper rate, so they find optimal to use more in equipment in B than in

A. In addition, as equipment and structures are complementary in the model, they also

find optimal to use more structures. With a little abuse of notation, we can represent these

production units as {x, µA(x), θA(x), kB(x), qB(x)}. Since {kB(x), qB(x)} > {kA(x), qA(x)},
then wages will be higher in economy B and we refer to the increased wage dispersion as

the indirect effect stemming from capital deepening complementarities. We now turn to

changes in labor composition.

Suppose for simplicity the allocation in both economies is PAM with µ′′
A(x) < 0 and

θ′A(x) = 0 for every x. In words, all teams in economy A have the exact same proportion

of white and blue collars, but top white-collars are disproportionately matched with better

blue-collars. As the elasticity of substitution for blue collars is 1
1−σ−x+µ(x) , it will be the case

that lower x blue-collars are substituted more intensively with equipment. In equilibrium

for the economy B, this translates in θB(x) being downward sloping and µB(x) being more

concave. In words, top white-collar workers in economy B work in production units with

more equipment and relatively less blue-collars than in economy A. On the other hand,

bottom white-collars are in production units more blue-collar intensive in economy B than

in A. The resulting changes in wage stemming from variations in {µ, θ} are referred to as

the indirect effect of teammates complementarities.

To conclude this example, the compositional effect can be studied by keeping fix wages

and, thus, total wage variance. For instance consider wages of economy A and compare

the within-between firm wage dispersion decompositions that result from allocating workers

according to {µA, θA} and {µB , θB}.
More generally, the variation in wage dispersion from economy A to economy B is σ2

B−σ2
A

which can be separated into changes in dispersion within and between teams:

σ2
B − σ2

A = (WB −WA) + (BB −BA), (1.11)

both the within and between team changes can be decomposed into three types of effects.
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Change in total wage dispersion (eq. A.12)
Within team change (eq. A.13) Between team change (eq. A.15)

Composition
effect

(eq. A.14, line 1-2)

Indirect effect
(eq. A.14, line 3-4)

Composition
effect

(eq. A.16, line 1-2)

Indirect effect
(eq. A.16, line 3-4)

Capital deepening
complementarities
(eq. A.17 and A.18,

line 1-2)

Teammates
complementarities
(eq. A.17 and A.18,

line 3-4)

Capital deepening
complementarities
(eq. A.19 and A.20,

line 1-2)

Teammates
complementarities
(eq. A.19 and A.20,

line 3-4)

Table 1.1: Decomposition of total wage dispersion into changes stemming from worker-capital complemen-
tarities and worker-teammates complementarities (indirect effects) and relocation of workers across firms
(compositional effect). This table does not account for changes in wage dispersion due to changes in the
parameters of the production function or in the generalized CDFs U and S. The corresponding equations
can be found in appendix A.2.

First, direct changes in wages due to changing marginal products. Second, changes in

wages due to changing complementarities either related to capital deepening or teammates.

Third, holding wages fixed, there is a zero-sum reshuffle of within and between team vari-

ance components. In appendix A.2 we provide an analytical decomposition of the indirect

and compositional effects.15 In table 1.1, we summarize how to decompose total wage dis-

persion in the absence of direct effects, i.e. when only compositional, capital deepening

complementarity and teammates complementarity effects are in place. Arguably, the con-

ceptual novelty of our work lies in developing a theory to account for the compositional and

teammates-complementarity effects as the literature has traditionally focuses on the direct

and the capital-complementarity effects.

1.3 Quantitative Exercise

1.3.1 Data

We use Italian employer-employee data (VWH) matched with companies balance-sheet data

(AMADEUS); and restrict our attention to compare year 1998 against 2001. The advantage

of focusing on a short time-span is that it is more realistic to assume that the underlying

production technology has not gone through significant changes. At the same time, Veneto

underwent a fast capital accumulation during those years (Card et al., 2014) and this allows

us to highlight more precisely the impact of capital usage on firm wage inequality.16 Finally,

using as a baseline 1998 allows us to measure wages more precisely as part-time vs. full-time

information only started to be recorded in that year.

The VWH is a matched employer-employee database obtained from administrative records

of the Italian social security system (see Tattara and Valentini 2007 and Bartolucci et al.

2018). It contains information on private sector employees in the Veneto region of Italy17

15There is still no analytical framework to decompose the direct changes, i.e. those stemming from
variations in the production function parameters or in the generalized CDFs U and S. In appendix A.2, we
discuss how this framework can be developed.

16A limitation from our model is considering the economy as static. In this spirit, we acknowledge that
capital and labor market decisions taken in 1998 were taken in the forward-looking perspective and as such
2001 is unlikely to be an “independent” observation. At the same time, it must be noted that Veneto’s labor
market is one of the more dynamic of Italy (Contini and Trivellato, 2005) so at least for the labor factor
this seems to be less of a concern .

17Specifically, for the provinces of Vicenza and Treviso.
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Descriptive statistics for the employer-employee sample
1998 2001

Number of firms 2,693 3,580
Number of workers 114,471 154,351
Number of equivalent workersa 100,857 135,483

% blue-collars 70.41 68.47

Firm size
37.452
(84.927)

37.845
(109.429)

Blue-white collars ratio
4.023
(4.752)

3.972
(4.480)

ln(Tangible assets per white-collar)
4.468
(1.218)

4.493
(1.276)

ln(Intangible assets per white-collar)
1.676
(1.432)

1.920
(1.511)

Average ln(daily wage)
4.685
(0.203)

4.704
(0.177)

Wage std. per firm
0.239
(0.114)

0.250
(0.111)

Total wage varianceb 100.0 107.95
% within firms 45.12 49.57
% between firms 54.88 50.43

Table 1.2: Standard deviation in parenthesis. All monetary values are in 2003 euro. a: Total number
of days worked divided by 360; all the statistics except for the first two lines are weighted for firm size
as measured by equivalent employees. b: Total wage variance in 1998 is normalized to 100 and total
wage variance in 2001 is normalized to the labor force number of 1998. Wage variance decomposition is
reported after substituting individual wages with the average wage in the respective firm-occupation cell.
See appendix A.3 for the raw decomposition.

from 1975 to 2001. From the available information, it is possible to compute daily wages for

every employee in a given firm and for a certain year. However, it is only from 1998 that

observations contain information about part-time vs. full-time allowing us to compare more

precisely daily wages across workers. Each record is associated with a job qualification —

manager, white collar or blue collar— which is used in section 1.3.2 to identify the different

segments of the labor supply.

The AMADEUS database is administered by Bureau Van Dijk, it covers the period

1993 - 2007 and contains data of comparable financial and business information on Europe’s

largest (by total assets) 520 000 public and private companies. We use the reported amounts

of tangible and intangible assets to map into the model capital structures and equipment,

respectively. The definition of equipment capital in our model does not completely overlap

with the accounting definition of intangible assets. Yet, we argue identification is preserved

as intangible assets are a factor of production that usually complements with white-collar

better than with blue-collar occupations.

For our analysis we restrict our attention to full-time employees with a blue or white-

collar job qualification working at the same employer for at least a quarter. Among white-

collar workers, we also include managers as they naturally fit into the implementation com-

ponent of our production function. On the side of firms, we only consider firms employing

both blue and white-collar workers. Since only a subset of companies in AMADEUS report

their assets, we drop from the sample those firms without asset information for both 1998

or 2001. The resulting sample is not representative for the whole population of companies

as it comprises firm on average larger and with a lower blue-white-collars ratio than for the
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Calibration values

Parameter name Description Value for 1998 Value for 2001

[x
¯
, x̄] Blue-collar type bounds [−0.01, 0.01]

distribution of U(x) Type distribution for blue-collars Uniform
[y
¯
, ȳ] White-collar type bounds [−0.10, 0.10]

distribution of S(x) Type distribution for white-collars Uniform
U(x̄)/S(ȳ) Blue-white ratio in the economy 4.0
α income share of structure 0.015
ψ income share of blue-collars 0.83
λ income share of white-collars 0.88
σ Avg CES for blue-equipment 0.40
ρ Avg CES for white-equipment -0.50
Ak Structures productivity 130.0
Aq Equipment productivity 1.5
ϕu(x) Blue-collar productivity 10e4x

ϕs(y) White-collar productivity 10e0.8y

γ CES of blue-white productivity -10
δu Blue share of blue-productivity 0.9
δs Blue share of white-productivity 0
iq Rental rate of equipment 0.22 0.20
ik Rental rate of structures 0.098

Table 1.3: Model parameter values for calibration to 1998 and 2001.

whole population (for more details on our sample selection see appendix A.3).

A set of descriptive statistics for the sample is reported in table 1.2. For the purpose of

comparability across firms, we define an equivalent worker as an employee who has reported

a full-year of working days. On average, firm size is about 37 and there are seven blue-collars

every three white collars. The relative intensity of intangible over tangible assets grows from

6.1% in 1998 to 7.6%, arguably a significant shift. Average wages and wage dispersion are

higher in 2001, however the dispersion in standard deviations is higher in 1998.18 Overall,

this reflects into an increase in total wage dispersion, driven by the within component.19

1.3.2 Calibration

We need to calibrate the production function, the rental price for the two types of capital and

the type distribution for the blue and white-collars. The share parameters {α,ψ, λ} are set so
to generate plausible factor shares. The average elasticity of substitution parameters {σ, ρ}
between capital and labor are set as in Krusell et al. (2000).To discipline the productivity-

related parameters {Ak, Aq}, and functions{ϕu(x), ϕs(y)} we aim to generate plausible daily

returns for each factor of production. In particular, we refer to Card et al. (2014) for setting

the rental rate of structures and equipment (see table 5 column 3 therein). Card et al. (2014)

18The yearly composite change in the standard deviation is 1.51% for this period which nearly doubles
the long-term trend of 0.79% documented by Briskar et al. (2022) for 1985-2018.

19A usual finding in the literature of within between firm wage decompositions is that the between compo-
nent is the main factor shifting inequality. However, it is also common that the role of the within component
grows when looking at the top quantiles of the firm size distribution. Notice that our sample firm size av-
erage is 37 that is just below the top decile of the full distribution of firm size. Further, using nearly the
universe of firms in the economy, notice that alsoBriskar et al. (2022) document an approximate decrease of
10% in the share of between firms wage inequality between 1985 and 2018.
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Figure 1.1: Equilibrium labor and capital allocation for 1998 (iq = .22) and 2001 (iq = .20). Parameter
values are reported in table 1.3.

estimates an average user-cost for intangibles between 1997 and 2001 of 0.2. Accordingly,

we set iq,1998 = 0.22 and iq,2001 = 0.20. The functions {ϕu, ϕs} are exponential so that we

can normalize the support for types around zero, and generate an increasing convex return

for {x, y} types. The parameter γ primarily reflects into the assortativity direction of the

labor market, as γ < 0 implies ũ, s̃ supermodular in {x, y}. The choice of {δu, δs} reflect a

hierarchical vision where production spillovers flow in a one-way direction only (Garicano,

2000). In particular, we assume δs = 0, that is the productivity of white-collar work is not

directly affected by the x type of the workers they are matched to. On the other hand,

δu < 1 as white-collar type y affects the blue-collar workers productivity. Finally notice

that the type distributions are latent variables and are hard to estimate from data.20 We

simply assume that types are uniformly distributed and that the blue-collars total mass is

roughly 80% of total labor force.21 We report in table 1.3 our model specification for the

numerical simulation.

When solving the model in accordance to this specification, we obtain that the equilib-

rium displays PAM and θ is overall downward sloping but compressed around 4 (see figure

1.1), which is reflected in the almost 45 degree slope of µ. In other words, more produc-

tive white and blue-collars work together and there is an higher proportion of white-collars

for higher values of x. Both equipment and structures are increasing in worker types with

capital intensity for structure being about three times that for equipment.

Table 1.4 compares a series of moments from the data and the simulations. Moments

include averages and correlations with appendix A.4 comparing additional correlations and

percentiles of variables’ distributions. Despite the average level of simulated variables aligns

well with the model, the proposed calibration is not yet able to match other moments. In

particular, the correlation among variables in the model is too high when compared to the

data counterpart, and some come even with the wrong sign.22 An important feature of the

20One could use an AKM approach Abowd et al. (1999) to obtain the worker types from a worker-firm
fixed effects regression. Yet these fixed effects are hard to translate into theoretical types distributions (see
Eeckhout and Kircher, 2011 among others).

21Since we are centering the type distributions around zero, it is reasonable on a first approach to use a
symmetric distribution. Since we are being conservative on the spread of the support, a uniform distribution
simplifies calculations without great cost. We plan to relax this assumption in the next update of the project.

22In general, given the high number of degrees of freedom, estimating the parameters poses a significant
challenge. In particular, the absence of noise in the model and PAM means that wages of both types of
workers are bound to be highly correlated, unless we accept non-monotonicity of wages in worker types.
Under monotonic wages, it must be the case then that equipment and capital are non-monotonic. However,
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Comparison of data and simulation moments

1998 2001
data model data model

avg(ω) 4.685 4.702 4.704 4.703
avg(σ) 0.239 0.232 0.250 0.235
avg(θ) 4.023 4.000 3.972 4.000
avg(k) 4.468 4.464 4.493 4.465
avg(q) 1.676 3.584 1.920 3.650
corr(ws, wu) 0.491 1.000 0.464 1.000
corr(θ, ω) -0.324 -0.940 -0.403 -0.945
corr(θ, σ) -0.246 -0.920 -0.335 -0.926
corr(θ, k) 0.282 -0.885 0.250 -0.892
corr(θ, q) 0.065 -0.939 -0.009a -0.951

Table 1.4: ω is the average log wage per firm; σ is the firm wage dispersion; θ is the firm ratio be-
tween blue- and white-collar workers (in equivalent units); k is the log of structures (tangible assets in the
data) per equivalent white-collar worker in the firm; q is the log of equipment (intangible assets in the
data) per equivalent white-collar worker in the firm. The data coefficients are for the cross-section years
reported on the headings of the table. The model counterpart coefficients are calculated for the functions
{ω(x), σ(x), θ(x), k(x), e(x)} when solving for the model specifications reported in table 1.3. The data mo-
ments are computed weighting firms by their employment equivalent size. a: Not significant at the 0.1 level.
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Figure 1.2: Equilibrium differences between 1998 and 2001 in labor allocation and log wage. The expression
∆µ(x) = µ2001(x)− µ1998(x) represents the change in the type of y that worker x is matched to. Similarly
it goes for θ(x). The last two panels represent the changes in log wages for blue-collar workers of type x and
skilled workers of type µyear(x). Parameter values are reported in table 1.3.

data that the model is able to replicate qualitatively is a decreasing θ. A promising direction

to bring the values of simulated correlations closer to the data is choosing parameters com-

binations where θ and/or equipment is not monotonic — like the one we proposed, though

quantitatively too little. Despite these shortcomings, we use this calibration to illustrate

how the model reacts when the price of equipment is lowered – but recall that this is not yet

a full-fledged quantitative exercise, so the observations that follow need to be taken with

caution.

First of all, notice that the model simulation for 1998 and 2001 only differs in the value

of iq, as a consequence the allocation of labor and capital is very similar across the two spec-

ification except for equipment itself. Nevertheless, there is a change in allocation between

the two simulated economies as shown in the first two panels of figure 1.2. When equipment

parameter combinations that result in non-monotonic choices for equipment result in poorer fit in levels. In
the next update of the project, we aim to get an estimation that matches both levels and correlations.
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Figure 1.3: Equilibrium wages and elasticities of substitution for 1998 (iq = .22) and 2001 (iq = .20),
notice that elasticities virtually overlap. Parameter values are reported in table 1.3.

is cheaper, every production unit becomes more capital intensive. Better teams use cheaper

equipment to substitute for blue collar workers, as the change in θ shows. However, notice

that because top white collar workers are more efficient at utilising equipment, they increase

q less than teams with less efficient white collars. So equipment intensity increases across

the board, resulting in higher substitution of blue-collars, but differences in capital intensity

across teams decrease.

As a consequence, top blue-collars in 2001 are in lower demand in top white-collar teams

than in 1998 and blue-collar ratio decreases for top x. On the other side of the distribution,

where bottom white-collar are less complement with equipment, the demand for blue-collar

worker rises – this is reflected in the changes in θ in the second panel of figure 1.2. The

matching is also (slightly) affected: the minimum of ∆µ(x) coincides with ∆θ(x) crossing

the zero line. Mechanically, left of the crossing point of ∆θ blue-collars match with less white

collars (θ goes up) and consequently µ2001 is less steep than µ1998. After that point, things

reverse: blue-collars get matched with more white collars (θ decreases) and consequently

µ2001 is steeper than µ1998. This is reflected in the changes of µ in the first panel. Effectively,

equipment is replacing blue collar workers in quantity and quality within teams. Overall,

the differences in equilibrium µ and θ for 1998 and 2001 can be summarized by looking

at equilibrium elasticities in the last panel of figure 1.3. While we assumed that capital is

“talent-biased”, that is higher types of x and y individually are more complement to capital

than lower types, it does not have to be the case that higher x and y types are also more

complement to capital in equilibrium as captured in equation (1.2) of the model. Indeed, the

equilibrium elasticity of substitution is decreasing in y while it increases in x. Intuitively,

since the equilibrium is PAM, higher x types match with higher y types that make capital

adoption easier and favor the substitution of blue-collar worker with more capital and this

channel dominates the bias of capital for talent.

We now turn our attention to wages and factor shares that are reported in figure 1.3 and

1.4. Wages are increasing in worker types, reflecting the positive slope of the functions ϕu
and ϕs. However, the wage profile for white-collar workers is steeper and this reflects in an

increasing wage premium over the type distribution. This is also confirmed when looking

at factor shares. The share paid out for capital equipment and structures is constant across

worker types while blue-collar shares decreases for higher percentiles of x.
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Figure 1.4: Factor shares for labor and capital in 1998 and 2001. Percentiles refer to the distribution of
the blue-collar x types. Parameter values are reported in table 1.3.

1.3.3 Results

Total wage variance between 1998 and 2001 simulated model has increased by 2.04% (7.95%

is the corresponding data moment). In table 1.5 we decomposed this increase in within and

between firm changes. The within component is dominant as it accounts for 100.97% of the

total change. The between component change is negative, coherently with decreasing rises

in wages in the last two panels of figure 1.2.

The structure of the theory outlined in section 1.2.3 allows us to further decompose

the changes in inequality into a compositional effect and two indirect effects, i.e. capital

complementarity and teammates complementarity. Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the nature

of the exercise was changing iq only, we find that the capital complementarity channel is the

dominant force behind the within firm component rise. This result is aligned with previous

theories studying technological change that use occupation but no further heterogeneity in

worker types (Krusell et al., 2000). If there was no heterogeneity in x and y in the economy,

a representative firm would emerge and changes in inequality would occur within this firm.

In this representative economy, if capital is biased in favor of white-collar workers, a decrease

in the price of equipment would increase within firm wage inequality 1-to-1 with economy-

wide wage inequality. However, such a reading misses where the change is coming from:

better paying (higher white collar type) teams are being more efficient than lower paying

teams at substituting blue collars for capital. So it is qualitatively not true that within

firm dispersion only comes from the substitution of blue collar workers with equipment, but

also from white collar workers making a more efficient use of equipment. The magnitude of

the changes in allocations under our current specification are very small, but this is likely a

by-product of the current parameter combination. Despite small, these changes in allocation

represent an indication of a likely direction of change for when the estimation of the model

is completed.

Finally, notice that the between component change in inequality is only mildly domi-

nated by the capital complementarity channel. The compositional effect and the teammates
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Decomposition of the simulated change in total wage variance from 1998 to 2001.
Component Value(*100) in %

Tot. change 0.129 2.04
– Within component 0.131 100.97

— capital complementarity 0.135 104.19
— teammates complementarity -0.002 -1.66
— compositional effect -0.002 -1.56

– Between component -0.001 -0.97
— capital complementarity -0.002 -1.85
— teammates complementarity 0.000 0.34
— compositional effect 0.001 0.54

Table 1.5: Simulated data. Notice that percentage values are expressed in terms of the total change of
the first line. Values are rescaled by 100 to increase readibility.

complementarity channel counteract for nearly half the effect of capital complementarity on

between firm changes in wage dispersion.

1.4 Conclusion

In this paper we propose a novel channel to account for when studying the effects of tech-

nological change on wages. On top of increased marginal return of labor due to comple-

mentarities with capital, we argue that changes in capital investment entail a relocation

of the workforce. In a sufficiently rich environment, as the one with two-sided continuous

heterogeneity we described, a worker marginal product depends also on their colleagues

and, so, is affected by a relocation of the workforce. We call this channel the teammates

complementarity effect.

We consider the consequences of a relocation of the workforce, jointly with changes

in labor-capital complementarity, to shed new light on the debate about increasing wage

inequality within vs. between firms. In doing so, we decompose changes in wage dispersion

into changes in marginal product and compositional effects. We account for two possible

sources of variation in a worker marginal product, capital complementarity and teammates

complementarity. In addition, we establish that labor relocation involves a compositional

effect, reshuffling part of the within firm wage dispersion into between firm dispersion or

vice versa.

As future steps for this paper, we intend to further analyze the data and understand how

to compare our findings with the rest of the empirical literature. We also need to calibrate

the model more accurately as it looks totally off at the moment.

Future research directions, possibly as extensions of the paper or as autonomous projects,

would for instance be the followings. Turn the model into a dynamic set-up where capi-

tal decisions are made on an explicit intertemporal horizon. Let the workers choose, and

possibly transit along their career, between blue and white-collar jobs; as this is likely a

relevant dimension to consider when studying the long-run effects of technological change.

Microfound the production function, which is taken as given for now, as the result of worker

interactions within teams; this way offering a link with the literature on hierarchical orga-

nizations (Garicano, 2000), on task-based production (Acemoglu and Autor, 2011) and the

introduction of robots (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2022).
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Chapter 2

The Gender Pay Gap Between

and Within Firms: Implications

from Capital-Skill

Complementarity and Sorting
Cristina Lafuente & Gabriele Macci

Abstract
In this project, we intend to quantify the impact of capital subsidies on

the gender pay gap. The first step is documenting how the gender pay

gap is distributed between and within firms over time in Italy. The second

step proposes a theoretical model that explains how the distribution of

the gender pay gap is linked to firms. The levels of the gender pay gap

distribution are explained with a competitive sorting and matching model

with taste-based gender discrimination. The changes in the distribution

are explained by augmenting the model with capital investment. Hold-

ing gender discrimination fixed, a reduction in the rental price of capital

reduces the gender pay gap by letting female workers sort into better

matched jobs. Finally we discuss how to use a calibrated version of the

model to compare counterfactual scenarios with different levels of capital

investment subsidies.

2.1 Introduction

The gender pay gap has always attracted a lot of attention in the profession and, in the last

few decades, among policy-makers. There has been a huge collective effort explaining and

proposing policy measures to mitigate it (see Blau and Kahn, 2017; Rubery and Koukiadaki,

2016, among many others). In this project, we contribute to this large literature by focusing

on firms. Our focus on the distribution of the gap between firms is motivated by the finding

of Card et al. (2016), Sorkin (2017) and Casarico and Lattanzio (2022) —who use the same

Italian administrative data as us—, that the larger gender pay gaps occur in better-paying
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jobs and high wage-premium firms. Further, since firms are a major driver of changes in

inequality (see for instance Abowd et al., 1999; Song et al., 2019), policies affecting the firm

wage distribution are likely to affect the gender pay gap as well.

In this project, we explore the impact of capital deepening on the gender pay gap. A long

tradition (see Krusell et al. 2000) argues that capital deepening affects unequally workers

across different occupations.23 We argue that increases in capital deepening also affect the

gender pay gap, through two channels. Firstly, if women are increasingly over-represented

among new graduate cohorts, then more capital adoption will reduce the gender pay gap,

as more women will tend to be in jobs that are more likely to be complements with capital

(Bhalotra et al., 2022). Secondly, since the total surplus that can be generated is higher

for more capital-intensive jobs, the cost of mismatch is increasing in capital investment.

A higher cost of mismatch makes taste-based gender discrimination more expensive and,

accordingly, reduces the gender pay gap by improving labor market sorting.

First, we use Italian administrative data to document what is the firm-level relationship

between the gender pay gap and capital deepening between 1998 and 2018. The relationship

between the two variables is generally negative and non-linear. Despite the gender pay gap

has reduced over time, this has happened unequally across occupations. In particular, the

gap has closed faster for white-collar workers than for blue-collar workers. At the same

time, we document that virtually the whole increase in the skill pay gap within firms is

attributable to female white-collar workers increasingly earning more than their female

blue-collar colleagues. In light of these findings, we argue that capital-skill complementarity

is associated to a decrease in the gender pay gap while magnifying wage dispersion across

women.

Second, we propose a competitive matching model of the labor market to discipline our

empirical findings. The use of an equilibrium matching model means that we treat gender

inequality in a subtle way. Since in the model workers receive their marginal product

as wages, a naive inspection of the data would conclude that there is no discrimination

in the labour market, since all wage differentials are explained by productivity. However,

matching models have the capacity to look at wages in a different dimension– that is, through

allocative choices in an heterogeneous agent environment. If there is discrimination in the

labor market, this would alter the equilibrium allocation of workers, resulting in skilled

women forming teams with less skilled men than in an equilibrium without discrimination

(as in Cuberes et al. 2021). As this misallocation results in less total output, it lowers the

marginal product of women compared to the one that would prevail if they were matched

with better male coworkers.

The rich heterogeneity of the model remains tractable as the matching environment is

similar to Eeckhout and Kircher (2018) with two minor modifications. First, capital in-

vestment is added in the model following Eeckhout et al. (2021) and Krusell et al. (2000).

Second, as a baseline, we introduce gender differences only through taste-based discrimina-

tion (Becker, 1957). However, we also discuss the implications on the equilibrium matching

and gender gap of having gender-specific capital complementarities (Sánchez et al., 2020;

Marjit and Oladi, 2022).

Finally, we discuss how to estimate our model using Italian employer-employee data and

use it for assessing counterfactual industrial policies and their unintended consequence on

23In particular, lower skilled workers are easier to substitute with capital than higher skilled ones, increas-
ing the college-premium.
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the gender wage gap. For instance, subsidized capital depreciation policies incentivize firms

to be more capital intensive and increase total surplus per worker. How this would affect the

gender gap is partially analyzed in Card et al. (2016), by comparing workers that remain in

the same firm over time. They find that the gender gap is unaffected by changes in potential

surplus over time. However, their approach is limited in the scope as it rules out by design

labor reallocation across firms. We argue our structural model is well-suited in revising this

question as it accounts for both the direct effect of changes in surplus and the indirect effect

stemming from workforce reallocation across-firms.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2.2 describes the data and presents

how the gender pay gap, the skill gap and capital deepening evolved over time across firms.

Section 2.3 describes the matching framework in a constructive way, first showing how to

introduce discrimination between men and women, and then also adding occupations and

capital. Section 2.4 briefly discusses how to develop a quantitative exercise to assess the

indirect consequences of capital deepening on the geneder pay gap, and section 2.5 concludes.

2.2 Empirical analysis

In this section we describe how the gender and skill pay gap have evolved in Italy over

two decades. Gender pay gap has generally reduced, especially for white-collar jobs while

the skill gap has increased especially among women. Finally we link these changes to the

increased in capital per worker (capital deepening) that has occured during the same time

period.

We used Italian administrative data provided by INPS, the Italian Institute of Social

Security. We used the employer-employee database to construct firm-level statistics on wage

inequality and the CERVED data to link firm payroll information with the book value of

their capital. Given the large amount of data available, we limited our analysis to sample

of years in the last two decades, namely 1998, 2003, 2008, 2013, 2016 and, 2018.24 Because

the focus of the paper is to analyses secular trends in wage inequality and capital adoption,

this sample gives us a good time frame to study these changes.

In the dataset, every employment spell, regardless of its duration, is stored as a separate

record. Records are at yearly frequency, therefore multiple-year spells are recorded as a

sequence of observations. For each observation we observe the total salary, the number of

days under contract during the year, the occupation (trainee, blue-collar, white-collar and

manager), and the part-time fraction in case of non full-time workers.25 As a baseline, we

restrict our analysis to blue and white-collar workers full-time employed at a single employer

during the year. This restriction guarantees us the sample of men and women we used is as

much as possible homogeneous and that wages are readily comparable. Given the nature of

our research question, we focus our attention to firms reporting (i) at least one worker for

each gender and occupation and (ii) positive fixed assets (either tangible or intangible) in

their balance sheet statement.26

24The reason we include 2016 here is because 2013 is a year affected by the Great Recession, and in
particular the Eurozone crisis.

25In the data there are two groups of white-collar workers, qualified and unqualified. We pool them
together.

26These restrictions are related - firms reporting capital are more likely to be bigger, and bigger firms are
more likely to have the 4 categories of workers on payroll. For this reason, a simpler restriction is to focus
on firms with at least 20 full-time employees. This turns out to be a more practical approach than applying
the two restrictions together, since capital reporting is quite noisy for the first two waves. For this reason
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Figure 2.1: Gender gap is defined as the difference between the log average wage of men versus women
within a firm. All samples are restricted to firms employing at least 20 full-time employees. On the vertical
axis there are percentiles of the gap distribution. In parenthesis is the number of observations.

The wage gap is measured as the log difference between the average wage of men and

women in a firm. In figure 2.1 we report the empirical CDFs for the gender wage gap in

Italy between 1998 and 2018. Let us first focus on the aggregate gender gap. Notice the

gender wage gap is generally positive, i.e. men earning more than women. This is true both

at the mean, as most values lie on the right of 0 in the x-axis, and at the median, as the 50th

percentile on the y-axis has a positive value on the x-axis. This is remarkable, but recall

that we are not controlling for occupational composition. Part of the explanation could be

related to seniority or occupational differences within firm – which we are trying to explain

in this paper. These composition effect likely accounts for the few firms where the gap is

negative as well. Yet, these differences must be large enough to tip most of the firms into

the positive. Second, the gap is not uniform across firms: if it was, the CDF would look

like a straight vertical line. Instead, it goes from slightly over zero at the 20th percentile

to over 20% at the 80th, and reaches almost 60% at the upper tail. Third, the gap overall

has reduced over time as the lines moved leftward. However, the reduction has not occurred

at the same speed across firms. For later years, the line has become steeper in its central

part, suggesting a similar average wage gap has prevailed across more firms. At the same

time, though, the extremes of the line moved little over time indicating that firms with more

extreme gaps have changed their wage policies the less.

Turning to the firm gender gap by occupation, we can observe that most of the decrease

in the gap has occurred for white-collar jobs. The reduction of the gap for white-collar

workers has been large and widespread, as the whole CDFs moved leftward starting from

the bottom 10th percentile onward. On the other hand, the reduction in the gap for blue

collar workers has mostly been driven by firms with very large gaps to start with. Only the

top of the CDFs moved leftward for this group of workers. It is also interesting to notice

that the overall gap is smaller (and more concentrated) than for white collars: if we focus on

the 80th percentile, the gender pay gap is very close in all years to 20%. For white collars,

it was more than 30%. This indicates that wage differentials are driven by skilled workers

and firms that employ them.

We now turn to the skill gap, which is measured as the log difference between the average

the positive capital restriction is currently not enforced for the first part of our analysis. The share of firms
employing at least 20 employees and reporting positive capital in their statement ranges between 58 and
63% in the years we considered.
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Figure 2.2: Gender gap is defined as the difference between the log average wage of white-collar versus blue-
collar workers within a firm. All samples are restricted to firms employing at least 20 full-time employees.
On the vertical axis there are percentiles of the gap distribution.

wage of white-collar and blue-collar workers in a firm. In figure 2.2 we report the empirical

CDFs for the skill wage gap in Italy between 1998 and 2018. Let us first focus on the skill

gap pooling gender together. Notice the skill wage gap is generally positive, i.e. in most

firms white collar workers earn more than blue collar workers. This is true at the mean,

and at the median and at very low levels. Second, there is substantial heterogeneity in the

skill gap across firms, but overall is quite compressed with top 20th-percentile firm having a

dispersion of only .25 points larger than bottom 20th-percentile firm. Third, the gap overall

has uniformly increased over time as the lines translated rightward.

Turning to the firm skill gap by gender, we can observe that virtually all of the increase

in the gap has occurred for women’s jobs. The increase of the gap for women workers has

been substantial particularly for central percentiles. It is also remarkable that as many as

40% of firms had a “negative” skill gap from women. Recall that we are not controlling here

for tenure or other personal characteristics. Assume that blue-collar jobs were more likely

being occupied for women in the past; if wages increase with tenure, we would expect a firm

with some experiences blue collar females share firm with a few young white-collars. This is

consistent with both (i) women being placed in low-skill occupations within firms and (ii)

white collar women being discriminated against. These are the mechanisms that we will aim

to capture in the model. On the other hand, the increase in the gap for men has been very

small. Notice that at the end of the sample, in 2018, the skill gap is almost as concentrated

for men as for women: comparing the bottom 20 (20th percentile) to the top 20 (80th

percentile), the gap spans less than 0.5. This wage compression is a likely a reflection of the

labour market institutions of Italy – in particular, wage bargaining. Precisely because these

rules can constrain firms’ wage setting decisions, they have an incentive to ‘soft discriminate’

and place capable women in worse jobs.

Finally, capital deepening is measured as log assets per employee. In figure 2.3 we report

the empirical CDFs for capital deepening, also distinguishing by tangible and intangible

asset class. Notice that capital deepening has increased over time as lines move rightward.

Total and tangible capital deepening has increased particularly for more capital intensive

firms. On the other hand, intangible capital deepening has increased across the whole firm

distribution. We attribute the difference in the evolution of capital deepening for tangible

and intangible assets to the fast expansion of more knowledge-based tasks in the production

base Acemoglu and Autor (2011).
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Figure 2.3: Capital deepening is defined as log assets per employee. All samples are restricted to firms
employing at least 20 full-time employees. On the vertical axis there are percentiles of the capital deepening
distribution.

Taking stocks of the overall evidence presented in this section, we advance the thesis

that part of the reduction in the gender pay gap is attributable to skill-biased technological

change. The increased availability of capital in firms has raised the value of white-collar

workers since they are more complementary to capital than blue-collars. The increased

demand for white-collar workers could not just be matched by the supply of white-collar

men, rising the demand for white-collar women as well. This argument provides a combined

explanation for the average changes in the CDFs of the wage gap, skill gap and capital

deepening variables. However this argument alone falls short of explaining the differences

in the evolution of the CDFs at various points of the curve. For instance, the gender gap

has reduced in the average firm, but less so for firms starting with very high gaps. In the

next section, we propose to recur to a sorting model of the labor market in order to explain

this higher-order changes in the CDFs.

2.3 Theoretical framework

We propose a competitive matching model of the labor market to discipline our empirical

findings. Our model is introduced in a constructive way. First, we describe a baseline version

of the model with two genders but without occupations. This version resembles Eeckhout

and Kircher (2018) as it only features heterogeneity in the type of workers and firms that

match in equilibrium to form production units. We use this baseline model to discuss what is

the effect of discrimination on the equilibrium matching and wages. Secondly, we distinguish

blue and white-collar occupations. Introducing occupations permits to jointly determine

equilibrium gender and skill gaps. Finally, we build on Eeckhout et al. (2021) and introduce

capital in the model. The way capital complements differently with occupation alters firms

demand for types and quantities in equilibrium. Higher complementarity of capital with

white collar workers inflates their wage. In equilibrium, increased capital deepening makes

discrimination more costly and consequently raises women’s white collar wages more than

men’s. As wages are based on the marginal product of workers in their production unit,

the effect of introducing capital in the model is not identical across the type distribution

as it also depends on the equilibrium matching. This last feature lets the gender and wage

gap react with different intensity across worker types and has the potential to explain the

higher-order changes in the CDFs documented in the previous section.
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2.3.1 A competitive matching economy with discrimination

The economy is static and populated by firms, female and male workers. Firms are indexed

by a continuous variable y distributed according to the generalized CDF F(y) for a compact

set Y .27 Men and women are indexed in xM and xF , respectively distributed in M and W
for compact sets M and W .

Firm of type y matches with a group of xF workers and group of xM workers, deciding

how many to hire of each kind, lF and lM . They produce, sell and split the profits. The

production function has five arguments:

f(y, xF , lF , xM , lM ) (2.1)

where f displays decreasing returns to scale both in lF and lM .28 We assume that man and

women are equally productive, that is f is such that f(y, xF , lF , xM , lM ) = f(y, xM , lM , xF , lF ).

This is a five-input model and firm y solves:

max
{xM ,xF ,lF ,lM}

f(xF , xM , y, lF , lM )− wF (xF )lF − wM (xM )lM . (2.2)

wF (xF ) and wM (xM ) are wages taken as given by the firm. Wages are determined in

equilibrium so that labor markets clear:∫ ȳ

µM (xM )

lM (s)dF(s) =

∫ x̄M

xM

dM(s), (2.3)∫ ȳ

µF (xF )

lF (s)dF(s) =

∫ x̄F

xF

dW(s), (2.4)

where {µF , µM} denote the optimal hiring policy in worker quality for a given firm of type

y, and the optimal policy in numbers of workers is given by {lF , lM}.

We introduce taste-based discrimination (Becker, 1957) in this economy by modifying

the firm problem (2.2) and including a wage wedge when hiring women. We have:

max
xF ,lF ,xM ,lM

f(y, xF , lF , xM , lM )− (τa + τmwF (xF )) lF − wM (xM )lM . (2.5)

Note a wage wedge for women, given by the terms τa > 0 and τb > 1, is included in equation

2.5. This is a very flexible specification that encompasses multiplicative and additive types

of wedges. The additive term τa is a cost wedge on hiring a certain quantity of women

regardless of their type, e.g. for each employed women forgoes home-production. The

multiplicative term τm reflects the idea that highly skilled jobs are more demanding in

terms of time, meaning more of a problem for women to participate.

We include both τa ≥ 0 and τm ≥ 1 in the model because they have strikingly different

implications for wages in equilibrium. While τm is a larger cost for highly paid women, τa is

27A generalized CDFs in the sense that F ,W,M fulfill all the properties of cumulative distribution
function but do not need to integrate up to 1.

28In Eeckhout and Kircher (2018)’s terminology, we are directly presenting the production function in
intensity units of r, a latent variable denoting how much quantity of y there is in a given firm. When
this extra argument is included in the production function, there are jointly constant returns to scale in
(r, lF , lM ). However, because of constant returns to scale, factor r can be normalized 1 without any loss of
generality.
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flat across women’s wage distribution and so it disproportionally affects the cost structure

of firms employing low wage women. We can formalize this intuition by making a few

predictions for the wage gap by solving the first order conditions of problem (2.5) in xF and

lF :

FxF
− τm · w′

F (xF )lF = 0

FlF − τa − τm · wF (xF ) = 0.

Dividing the second by the counterpart for men we get

wM (xM )

wF (xF )
= τm · FlM (xM )

FlF (xF )− τa
.

If τa > 0, this means that compared to the case where there is no wedge (τa = 0 and

τm = 1) the ratio between the wage of men and women is larger: men are better paid in

the firm. If the wedge is multiplicative (τm > 1) then the wedge is directly proportional to

wage inequality. Considering the first order condition with respect to xF we get

w′
M (xM )

w′
F (xF )

= τm · lF
lM

FxM
(xM )

FxF
(xF )

,

which means that if τm > 1 men’s wage function is steeper than women’s — in other words,

the gap is larger at the top than a the bottom of the wage distribution. The larger τm,

the larger is the difference between the wage slopes. An additive constant would not be in

this equation, reflecting that if τa > 0 and τm = 1, the wage function just shifts downward

for women — the wage gap is the same at the top and the bottom in absolute terms, yet

decreasing in relative terms.

Equilibrium

The equilibrium of the model is characterized by a system of 4 differential equations (po-

tentially 6 if we count the wage) and 4 boundary conditions: 2 for µ′
F (·) and µ′

M (·) and 2

for l′F (·) and l′M (·). The boundary conditions are given by the market clearing constraints

in equation (2.3) and (2.4). The required differential equations are in Eeckhout and Kircher

(2018) proposition 3.

In spite of the considerations just made on the role of τa and τm in affecting wages, the

role of taste-based discrimination is actually quite limited in distorting equilibrium allocation

of workers across firms.

Proposition 2.1. If in equilibrium all male and female workers are employed, then τa and

τm do not affect the equilibrium µi and li for i ∈ {F,M}.

The proof of this proposition is in appendix B.1. This proposition states that taste-based

discrimination does not affect the matching of workers as long as there are no unemployed

left. Intuitively, if all workers are employed the only role for discrimination is shifting

downward and make flatter the wage profile of women, however this does not change their

outside option to form certain production units because there is no possible re-shuffle of

workers across firms able to generate more surplus. However, this proposition also provides

a limit for this logic. If τa is particularly high, lower types of xF might remain unemployed
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as their contribution to firm surplus would be negative for any (positive) wage level. In this

case, the effects of changes in discrimination propagate on the allocation of the rest of the

employed workforce.

2.3.2 Introducing occupations in the model

The theory to extend the model for two types of occupations is relatively straightforward

given the generality of proposition 3 in Eeckhout and Kircher (2018). In particular, we

assume workers are indexed in xOG with G ∈ {M,F} denoting gender and O ∈ {U, S}
denoting if they are blue or white collars. Generalized CDFs adjust accordingly and the

firm production problem becomes:

max
xU
F ,lUF ,xU

M ,lUM ,xS
F ,lSF ,xS

M ,lSM

f(y, xUF , l
U
F , x

U
M , l

U
M , x

S
F , l

S
F , x

S
M , l

S
M )

− wU
M (xUF )l

U
M −

(
τUa + τUmw

S
F (xF )

)
lUF − wS

M (xM )lSM −
(
τSa + τSmw

S
F (xF )

)
lSF .

(2.6)

In this case, the production function is symmetric in gender at the occupation level. In this

sense, notice that it is only possible to rank workers of different genders within a certain

occupation but there is no natural ordering across occupation. For instance, the comparison

between xSF and xUF bears no intrinsic economic meaning because those workers are involved

in distinct occupations and they enter the production function differently.

In this richer economic environment, it is now possible to calculate both the gender and

skill pay gap and trace them back to the discrimination wedges of the τ terms. Once again,

as for the previous section, discrimination does not affect the equilibrium matching as long

as all male and female worker in both occupations are employed.

2.3.3 Introducing capital in the model

Following Eeckhout et al. (2021), the introduction of one or two types of capital in the model

comes at no additional cost, provided the production function has constant returns to scale

in labor and capital quantities. The evidence from the empirical analysis suggests that

capital deepening has followed a different path for tangible and intangible assets. Further,

as capital equipment displays different elasticities of substitution by occupation (Krusell

et al., 2000), we propose to include multiple varieties of capital. Let us denote with k⃗ the

quantity of capital in each of its varieties, the firm production problem becomes:

max
xU
F ,lUF ,xU

M ,lUM ,xS
F ,lSF ,xS

M ,lSM ,⃗k
f(y, xUF , l

U
F , x

U
M , l

U
M , x

S
F , l

S
F , x

S
M , l

S
M , k⃗)− r⃗k

T k⃗

− wU
M (xUF )l

U
M −

(
τUa + τUmw

S
F (xF )

)
lUF − wS

M (xM )lSM −
(
τSa + τSmw

S
F (xF )

)
lSF ,

(2.7)

where r⃗k is the vector with the rental cost of capitals and it is exogenous to the model.

Depending on how capital enters the production function, it can be more complement to

blue or white-collar workers. The sole addition of capital in the model does not interact

with how the matching of workers and firms occur in equilibrium. However, it is debated

in the literature (Sánchez et al., 2020; Marjit and Oladi, 2022) whether capital is equally

complement to men and women. For instance, if capital is more complement to those workers
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that can expand more flexibly their labor supply, it would be the case that the gender pay gap

is magnified by the introduction of capital in the model.29 However, assuming gender-specific

complementarities breaks the gender symmetry in the production function and mechanically

implies the matching function between firms and workers becomes asymmetric by gender.

In alternative to this view, we propose in the next session that the introduction of capital

in the model has the potential to affect women labor market participation and, via this

channel, propagate throughout the economy.

2.4 Discussion for a quantitative exercise

In the previous section we proposed a rich matching theory that has the potential for

explaining how the gender pay gap has evolved across and within firms and how to relate

the changes in the distribution of the wage gap to occupations, capital intensity and taste-

based discrimination. In this section we discuss more in detail what is the potential for the

complete version of the model of capturing the patterns we documented in our data analysis.

Let us call “marginal type of women” the lowest xF type assigned to a firm. If τUa or

τSa are sufficiently high that proposition 1 does not apply, there are women at the bottom

of the xSF or xUF distribution that remain unemployed because their surplus when assigned

to a firm would be too low. As a consequence, the marginal type of women employed in

production is strictly higher than bottom type. This type of women are matched, in the

case the allocation is PAM, with bottom male workers because men are not affected by the

same distortions in τa as their female counterpart.

Suppose to compare two economies identical in their primitives but for the cost of capital

in r⃗. The economy with lower r⃗ is more capital intensive. In the more capital intensive

economy, jobs are more productive and the marginal type of women xSF or xUF is closer to the

bottom of the respective type distribution compared to the less capital intensive economy.

Under PAM, the marginal type of women always pairs with bottom men. Therefore, lowering

the marginal type of women being employed has a cascade positive effect on the marginal

product of all the other women by freeing up better men types to be matched to. In this

scenario, women benefit more than men from an increasingly capital intensive economy: in

the more capital intensive economy men are paired to worse type of women, while it is the

contrary for women. In summary, the gender pay gap reduces across firms.

However, to determine how much this cascade effect propagates across the women’s type

distribution one needs to look at τSm and τUm. The higher is their value the less sensitive are

top women to relocation of workers at the bottom of the distribution. At the same time, the

lower is the value for τm, the larger it becomes the women skill pay gap when production

becomes more capital intensive.

The scenario just described about lowered rental cost of capital is realistic in the sense

that it is a common policy-instrument for governments to subsidize capital investment.

Subsidies incentivize firms to become more capital intensive and this has the potential to

trigger the series of events that our model helps to predict. Based on such predictions,

29As an additional layer of complexity, the labor complementarity to capital, by gender, might have also
changed over time. For instance, as a consequence of the increased possibilities of working from home and
the more flexible work arrangements since Covid, it might be the case that women labor supply elasticity
has increased more than for men (Alon et al., 2020). We ignore this in our static model, yet post-pandemic
(not considered in our work), women might have become relatively more complementary to capital than
men.
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we argue that our theory is well-suited in explaining the empirical evidence we reported in

section 2.2 and, more generally, in framing what is the relationship between the gender pay

gap and capital intensity at the firm-level and in the economy.

2.5 Conclusion

In this paper we documented how the gender wage gap has evolved across firms in Italy

between 1998 and 2018. We linked this evolution to those of the skill pay gap and of capital

intensity. We proposed a theory of this relationship that leverages on the notions of skill-

biased technological change and increased women participation to the labor market. In

the presence of discrimination, some women do not find an employment. However, their

participation is revised when firms become more capital intensive and need more labor,

especially among white-collars. A larger base of working women has positive spillovers all

along the women distribution via equilibrium effects. As a consequence, the gender pay

reduces yet the skill pay gap may increase.

We acknowledge that simulating and estimating the model is an important future step

to advance our thesis. In spite of the qualitatively promising predictions, little can be said

on the magnitude of these predictions from using theoretical speculation only. Moreover,

quantifying the effects of increased capital deepening on the reduction of the gender pay

gap has important policy applications.
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Chapter 3

Coworker Learning with Firm

Dynamics
Gabriele Macci

Abstract
In this paper I use a firm dynamics model to study coworker learning op-

portunities after accounting for endogenous workforce composition. The

theory is a general equilibrium model with human capital spillovers among

colleagues. The allocation of human capital across firms is efficient as it

optimally trades-off learning and production complementarities by firm

productivity level. Additionally, firms continuously hire and separate

from workers of different human capital types so to respond to productiv-

ity shocks. The estimation strategy uses employer-employee data where

I derive novel stylized facts on coworker spillovers conditional on firm

growth and size. Ultimately, I argue that a large pool of small growing

firms is essential to generate opportunities for coworker learning.

3.1 Introduction

None of us would think our colleagues were assigned to them randomly. Depending on the

occupation and line of business that one is in, one will interact with a diverse network from

within and outside of their organization. The quality of these interactions significantly af-

fects the potential for on-the-job learning and shapes individual workers’ career trajectories.

However, the overall supply of opportunities to learn from coworkers for the economy as a

whole is constrained by the equilibrium production structure across firms.

This paper examines these constraints based on a production structure that arises from

a standard firm dynamics model with labor market frictions (Hopenhayn, 1992; Schaal,

2017), augmented with human capital spillovers occurring within the firm. Firms make

personnel decisions based on a trade-off between production (static) and learning (dynamic)

complementarities when forming teams through new hires or separations. As a result,

learning opportunities and their accessibility vary across firms. One might conjecture, for

example, that unemployed workers are less likely to join firms that provide more learning
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opportunities compared to those who are already employed, which can negatively affect

their future career prospects. At a more general level, the allocation of workers across firms

affects aggregate human capital, and I argue that studying the joint firm size and growth

distributions can shed light on this phenomenon.

The endogenous allocation of workers across firms is the main challenge to overcome

when studying coworker learning. To tackle this, I follow a structural approach as mo-

bility decisions of workers and firm hiring and firing decisions are derived as solutions of

constrained optimization problems (Jarosch et al., 2021; Herkenhoff et al., 2018). This ap-

proach carefully models how coworkers interact over production and learning activities so

that workers are willing to forgo higher paying positions and move to high-learning firms if

convenient for their career. Compared to the rest of the literature on coworker learning, the

innovative aspect of my work is accounting for firm labor demand when studying the dynam-

ics of workers allocation. Firms actively engage in keeping certain types of workers while

letting go of others so to respond to productivity shocks. In other words, worker mobility

decisions are the joint product of interactions with coworkers and with their employer.

The next challenge when studying coworker learning is comparing wages against peers

and across time. These comparisons are widespread practice when studying coworker learn-

ing since wage levels and wage growth reflect, respectively, human capital and learning

processes. However, interpreting the comparisons is difficult at best because wages are only

a noisy measure for human capital. I deal with this challenge indirectly by replicating in

the model a series of forces that shape wages in the data. I follow Schaal (2017)’s recursive

contracts approach so that wages not only reflect labor productivity, but they also factor

in the probability of workers and firm future events such as human capital changes, unem-

ployment, job changes and firm productivity shocks. In addition, contrary to Jarosch et al.

(2021), the labor market in Schaal (2017) is frictional so new hire wages also include hiring

bonuses. Such a rich protocol for wage determination proves handy in the estimation of key

parameters of the model.

The model estimation strategy is via simulated method of moments.30 The focus of the

estimation is on salient data moments about worker selection into firms and wage dynamics

based on coworkers’ characteristics. I follow the tradition started by Jarosch et al. (2021)

and Herkenhoff et al. (2018) of regressing worker future wage and job-to-job transition

probabilities on coworker average wage. The coworker coefficients in these regressions are

generally positive and stronger for lower-than-average paid workers. Notably, the regression

coefficients are stable across firm size and growth classes, suggesting the coworker spillovers

are the same across firms conditional on colleagues. However, because the characteristics of

coworkers vary across firm size and growth classes, the regression predictions are different.

In particular, compared to the universe of firms, predictions of coworker spillovers are the

strongest for small growing firms. Therefore, the coefficients and the predictions of these

regressions offer an important set of moments to match in the estimation process.

Ultimately, I discuss how to use the estimated model to further understand the role of

firm heterogeneity in creating coworker learning opportunities for the aggregate economy. I

describe a series of counterfactuals shocking the incentive of firms to become bigger, to grow

faster and to be a more homogeneous pool. Consistent with the forces present in the model,

I argue for the importance of firm size and growth heterogeneity in sustaining a higher level

30Notice a full-fledged estimation of the model is undergoing. Consequently the parameter values and
quantitative results from the model are preliminary. Despite parameter choices are informed by the data,
the simulation fails to replicate some salient characteristics of the data.
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of aggregate human capital.

This paper contributes to the literature on coworker learning by highlighting the role of

firms in the team formation process. Jarosch et al. (2021) seminal work propose a competi-

tive labor market framework where any difference in wages or team composition is directly

attributable to differences in knowledge. Herkenhoff et al. (2018) relax this simplification

by introducing a frictional labor market and look at job mobility events as key for the diffu-

sion of knowledge in the economy. However, they follow a combinatorial approach to model

job mobility decisions which proves cumbersome and limits the scope of their modelling to

teams employing not more than two workers. By proposing that firms hire a continuum

of workers, I can overcome this limitation and account for firm size. As firms grow larger,

the marginal product of labor decreases and this impacts on the firm workforce composition

motive.

My work also differs from other frictional labor markets studies on workplace learning31

(Gregory, 2021; Lee, 2021; Hong, 2022; Ma et al., 2023) as I am the first one using directed

search to determine which firm-worker matches occur in equilibrium.32 This choice comes

naturally as firm recruitment is generally targeted towards specific human capital types and

workers rarely search for positions that they are under- or over-qualified for (Bagger et al.,

2020; Carrillo-Tudela et al., 2020). On top of that, contrary to random search (Herkenhoff

et al., 2018; Nix, 2020; Gregory, 2021), directed search allows for the equilibrium being

constrained efficient despite the presence of a coworker externality. By assuming that in-

formation is perfect and wage contracts are complete and state-contingent, firms correctly

internalize learning spillovers and there is no improvement left for the use of subsidies.

One can therefore view the outcome as the optimal choice of learning given production

considerations.

There is also a large macroeconomic literature that investigates the role of bilateral

meetings as a key mechanism for economic growth. Lucas (2009); Perla and Tonetti (2014);

Lucas and Moll (2014); Jovanovic (2014); Luttmer (2015); Benhabib et al. (2021); Herkenhoff

et al. (2018); Akcigit et al. (2018); Caicedo et al. (2019) and, Ma et al. (2023) developed

models on the determinants of these meetings and their aggregate consequences. While my

work is developed for a stationary economy, it talks to this literature by proposing and

quantifying the role for firms as ultimate arrangers of these meetings.

My work also relates to the literature on firm dynamics and frictional labor markets

(Kaas and Kircher 2015; Schaal 2017; Gavazza et al. 2018; Bilal et al. 2022, among others).

I follow Kaas and Kircher (2015), Schaal (2017), Shi (2018), Kaas (2020) and Carrillo-Tudela

et al. (2020) in assuming the labor market operates under directed search. I deviate from

the canonical model by introducing different human capital types. In-house human capital

accumulation is a new dimension of firm growth. When assembling their workforce, firms

can decide to reach their optimal size and composition either by jumping to it at once, or

over a sequence of periods through in-house human capital accumulation. Extending Schaal

(2017) for multiple human capital types also allows the model to capture the qualitative

31The works of Gregory (2021) and Ma et al. (2023) document firm-level differences in human capital
accumulation. However, they attribute part of these differences directly to the employer characteristics and
not to coworkers. In this sense, I refer to workplace learning as a broader category than coworker learning.

32Previous work by Moen and Rosén (2004) also focuses on endogenous training and poaching choices
using directed search and arguing the economy reaches constrained efficiency. However my work extends
theirs by making the training technology endogenous to the firm and possibly evolving over the firm life-
cycle. In my work every firm at any time can specialize into training or production, in the language of Moen
and Rosén (2004), since learning intensity depends on workforce composition.
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feature of churning, that is excess gross job flows, which is empirically relevant as discussed

by Elsby et al. (2021) for the US and by Grinza (2021) for the Italian data.

I also contribute to the literature on labor market sorting between workers and firms

(Abowd et al. 1999 and Eeckhout and Kircher 2011, among many others) and between

workers and coworkers (Anderson 2015 and Lopes de Melo 2018). Like in Gulyas (2020),

the optimal matching between firm and worker types varies along the firm life cycle. Freund

(2022) roots the success of superstar firms in the composition of their workforce. While my

work does not enter in the details of the production function at a similar level, I share the

result that, all things equal, firm future trajectory is shaped by the composition of human

capital types in the team.

Finally, my results are complementary to other works studying coworker learning on the

same Italian data source, Veneto Worker Histories.33 Arellano-Bover and Saltiel (2022) and

Hong and Lattanzio (2022) adopt a reduced-form approach and find firm characteristics

only mildly predict coworker learning opportunities. Despite not directly comparable, my

results point towards a more significant role for firms once that team formation motives are

factored in. Hong (2022) adopts a structural approach like Herkenhoff et al. (2018) and

finds that the joint effect of firms and coworker complementarities explain about 60% of

workers’ lifetime income variation.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the model environ-

ment and its equilibrium properties. Section 3.3 presents the data, the estimation strategy

and describes some quantitative properties for a model simulation. Section 3.4 is devoted to

discuss comparisons with counterfactual economies that vary in average firm size, average

firm growth rate and the degree of homogeneity across firms. Section 3.5 concludes.

3.2 Model

In order to study coworker learning after accounting for endogenous workforce composition,

I build a firm dynamics model with labor-search frictions and within firm human capital

spillovers. The fact that production occurs in firms, not just in pairs of workers (Herkenhoff

et al., 2018), is crucial to get the right dynamics for labor market transitions. Otherwise

high productive pairs never hire and never share their knowledge. Similarly, low human

capital pairs can only get to work with high human capital individuals after sending one

of the incumbent workers to unemployment. Therefore, firm size is crucial to study the

dynamics of coworker selection without mechanically constraining the inflows to the outflows

of workers.

The second feature of the model compared to other theories of coworker learning are firm

productivity shocks. Firm productivity shocks imply that the fit of workforce with a certain

employer and of workers with other workers is time-varying Gulyas (2020). For instance, a

very productive team might become more open to hiring in certain periods than in others,

generating a correlation between learning opportunities and firm growth.

Below I describe the different blocks of the model. The model backbone is inspired by

Schaal (2017).

33Other related works using Veneto Worker Histories are Battisti (2017) on contemporaneous peer effects,
Parrotta and Pozzoli (2012), Serafinelli (2019) and Poggi and Natale (2020) on firms’ learning by hiring and
Grinza (2021) on gross and net worker flows and firm performance.
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Population and Technology Time is discreet and infinite. The economy is populated

by risk-neutral workers and firms that discount the future at rate β.

Each worker has a human capital level h ∈ {1, . . . ,H} and H is finite. Human capital

level is time-varying as it can accumulate or depreciate over time (more afterwards). Workers

are subject to stochastic death and survive with probability s0, independently from the

human capital or employment status. For each worker dying, a new one enters the labor

force as unemployed and with initial human capital level drawn from distribution π0(h).

The total mass of workers is stationary and normalized to one unit, so that every period a

new cohort of mass 1− s0 enters the economy.

Firms produce all an identical good using the production function ezF (n⃗ ). Productivity

z ∈ Z is idiosyncratic and evolves over time independently across firms according to the

Markov process πz(z
′, z). The workforce is described by vector n⃗ = [n1, . . . , nH ], where

nh ∈ R+ is the mass of workers of type h. The function F is increasing and concave in each

of its components and F (⃗0 ) = 0.

In every period, incumbent firms can exit and new firms can enter the market. At entry,

firms pay a sunk cost ke and draw their first productivity draw from distribution πe(z).

Each active firm pays an operational cost kf every period. At any time, including at entry,

active firms can decide to exit the market and get a normalized payoff of zero.

Human capital accumulation A worker can either be unemployed or employed at a

certain firm (z, n⃗ ). Human capital accumulates off-the-job and on-the-job, respectively,

according to Markov processes πu(h
′|h) and πw(h′|h; n⃗ ). When unemployed, human capital

tends to depreciate Eπu(h′|h) ≤ h. On the contrary, human capital accumulates while

employed, Eπw(h′|h; n⃗ ) ≥ h. Intuitively, given a worker of type h, a set of coworkers n⃗

provides better learning opportunities than coworkers ˆ⃗n if πw(h
′|h; n⃗ ) first order stochastic

dominates πw(h
′|h; ˆ⃗n).

Since we assumed firms employ a continuum of workers, despite the evolution of an

individual human capital is stochastic, the firm incumbent workforce follows a deterministic

path. For a given workforce n⃗ , the next-period mass of incumbent workers of type h is:

n′h = s0

H∑
m=1

nmπw(h|m, n⃗ ).

The expression above only describes in-house workforce evolution. Notice, however, that the

firm workforce follows a non-deterministic path as productivity realizations are stochastic

and they are reflected into hirings, firings and quits.

Labor market Search is directed on the worker and firm side, with firms opening va-

cancies that are human capital specific. Opening a vacancy for a worker of type h means

posting a contract promising utility xh to workers upon matching. Firms offering the same

contract (xh, h) compete on the same submarket. The labor market for workers of type

h is described as a continuum of submarkets xh ∈ [xh, x̄h]. A vacancy catering intended

for worker of type h costs ch units of output and attracts θ(xh, h) searchers. The match-

ing function displays constant return to scale so that the job finding probability can be

represented as p(θ(xh, h)), with p strictly increasing and concave. The job filling proba-
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bility is q(θ) = p(θ)/θ, with q is strictly decreasing and convex.34 We assume there is

on-the-job search. Employed worker search efficiency, though, is lower than unemployed by

a factor of λ < 1. The equilibrium tightness can be written as θ(xh, h) = ν/µ, where ν

stands for the number of vacancies posted on submarket (xh, h) and µ is the corresponding

efficiency-weighted number of searching workers. The number of vacancies posted per firm

does not need to be a discreet number so that a firm posting ν vacancies on a submarket

with tightness θ exactly hires νq(θ) workers of that type.

I assume workers search in one market per period and that there is no search in the period

of transition from employment to unemployment. On the other hand, for each worker type

h, firms can post in multiple markets. Which firms end up posting in which submarket

is determined in equilibrium by ranking firms separately for each human capital market.

Firms are ranked based on the relative and absolute number of workers they want to hire.

The higher a firm rank is, the higher is the promised utility and, therefore, the higher is

the yield per vacancy. This criteria is an assumption of the model as with linear vacancy

costs firms would be indifferent between opening more vacancies or having a better yield

per vacancy. However, this assumption can be rationalized by thinking of taking the limit of

an underlying convex vacancy cost function as it becomes linear. Kaas and Kircher (2015)

showed that a convex vacancy cost implies firms hiring more workers find optimal to post

vacancies with a higher yield.

Contracting Contracts regulate several aspects of the job relationship like workers’ re-

muneration and firing probabilities. As contracts are expressed in a recursive formulation,

they also need to record the lifelong amount of utility promised for delivery by the firm to

the worker. Every contract is described by a tuple

ω = {w, τ, d,W ′},

where w is the wage paid by the firm after matching and before production take place (see

stage C in figure 3.1). The rest of the variables refer to the subsequent period realization of

(z′, n⃗ ′, h′), as we may say that contracts are complete and state-contingent. In particular,

τ denotes the firing probability, d indicates whether firm (z′, n⃗ ′) will exit the market or not

and it is identical for all workers in the same firm, finally W ′ is the next-period promised

utility. In every period, the firm in (z, n⃗ ) is committed to deliver to each worker of type h

at least W (z, n⃗ , h) as it was agreed one period in advance (firm-side commitment).35 For

new hires, the first period promised utility corresponds to the market utility posted on the

market during the hiring phase, xi.

Every period, after matching and before production take place, contracts are re-written

so to account for the changes in the firm and worker state space (z′, n⃗ ′, h′) and to discount

future utility promises by the present period paid wage. As it will be clearer from the firm

problem below, notice that next-period employment n⃗ ′ is a deterministic function of z′, as

we can write n⃗ ′ = n⃗ ′(z′, n⃗ ). Therefore, it is equivalent to regard contracts as contingent

on the tuple (z′, n⃗ , h′).

34See footnote and/or assumption 2 from Schaal 2017’s online appendix for more details.
35Footnote on how it compares to Schaal (2017). Discuss both the logical step from sequential contracts to

recursive and the fact that I assume right away they are homogeneous for certain group of workers. Further,
I immediately assume that workers do not commit.
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Beginning of period t.
Stage A.

• Learning individual human capital evolves from h− to h. It
follows the Markov process πu for the unemployed and πw for
the employed;

• Birth and Death: survival probability is s0, newborn workers
enter the market as unemployed with HC distribution π0.

Stage B.

• Entry decision: no (payoff is 0)/ yes (pay entry cost ke);

• Productivity idiosyncratic draw z is realized for every firm
(incumbents and entrants);

• Exit decision: yes (payoff is 0)/ stay;

• Layoff decision: individual worker is fired with probability τ ;

• Search and matching:

– firms choose employment n⃗ and hire accordingly;

– employed workers of type h in firm (n⃗ , z), search in (xw, h);

– unemployed workers of type h search on market (xu, h).

Stage C.

• Contracts: renegotiation and payment of wages;

• Production

– firms produce according to F (z, n⃗ ) and pay operating cost
kf ;

– unemployed workers produce bh.

End of period t.

Figure 3.1: Timing

Worker’s problem Value functions are expressed, by convention, when production takes

place (see stage C, figure 3.1).

The value of unemployment for a type h worker is:

U(h) = max
xu(h′)

b(h) + s0βEh [p(θ(xu(h
′), h′))xu(h

′) + (1− p(θ(xu(h
′), h′)))U(h′)] , (3.1)

where the right hand side is the sum of the current unemployment benefit possibly varying

in h and the future discounted value of finding a job promising utility xu(h
′) or remaining

unemployed. Notice that next period human capital is h′ and so the expectation operator is

with respect to the Markov process πu. Also notice that the market where search occurs is
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contingent on the future human capital level and that the search problem of an agent does

not depend on h but only h′. In other words, regardless of current h, every unemployed

with realization h′ in the next period will search in the exact same submarket.

The value of employment at firm (z, n⃗ ) for a worker of type h with contingent contract

ω = {w, τ(z′, n⃗ ′, h′),W ′(z′, n⃗ ′, h′), d(z′, n⃗ ′)} is obtained after solving for worker’s optimal

contingent search strategy xw(z
′, n⃗ ′, h′) and equals (omit contract’s and xw arguments):

W(z, n⃗ , h, ω) = max
xw

w + s0βEz,h

[(
d+ (1− d)τ

)
U(h′)

+ (1− d)(1− τ)
[
λp(θ(xw, h

′))xw +
(
1− λp(θ(xw, h

′))
)
W ′] ], (3.2)

where xw(z
′, n⃗ ′, h′) is the promised utility attached in the submarket where employed work-

ers direct their search if next-period human capital is h′ and firm state space becomes

(z′, n⃗ ′) = (z′, n⃗ ′(z′, n⃗ )). The expectation operator is over the product of πz and πw. The

value function is the sum of the current period wage and the expected continuation value.

The continuation value is adjusted for the survival probability s0 and discount rate β and is

the probability weighted sum of the value of unemployment (U), job-to-job transition (xw)

and staying in the firm (W ′).

Notice that the decision on which submarket to search is completely forward looking

both in the case of unemployed and employed workers. In particular, employed workers

whose next period state is (z′, n⃗ ′, h′) will search on

xw(z
′, n⃗ ′, h′) = argmax

x
p(θ(x, h′))(x−W ′(z′, n⃗ ′, h′)) (3.3)

where W ′(z′, n⃗ ′, h′) is determined in current period contract ω.

Firm’s problem Firm (z, n⃗ ) problem consists in managing its employment relationships

with incumbent workers and hiring new workers.

Incumbent workers. The firm manages incumbent workers in stage C by renegotiating

contracts. In order to simplify the exposition, I will describe incumbent workers in state

(z, n⃗ , h) as homogeneous in their inherited contract ω− and in particular in their current-

period promised utility level W (h) and (stage B) firing probability τ(h). Once τ is assumed

constant per human capital class, a constant level for W follows as a result.36 Assuming a

constant τ across incumbent workers (z, n⃗ , h) is without loss of generality regarding the total

number of hires, quits and layoffs that occur in a firm by human capital class in equilibrium.37

The firm renegotiates ω by deciding on how much to pay workers and what contingencies will

occur in the next period depending on the realization of z′. In renegotiating, we assumed

the firm must respect the promise keeping constraint:

∀h : W (h) ≤ W(z, n⃗ , h, ω) (3.4)

36Further intuition on why τ constant implies W constant is discussed in the wage-determination section
below.

37To be precise, it is only the firm total number of worker inflows and outflows per human capital class
that it is unaffected as discussed by Schaal (2017) in Appendix E. However, the exact firm-to-firm flows
would be altered if there is firm heterogeneity in τ within human capital class. A different τ affects worker
search xw as derived in (3.2) which, in turn, reflects into visiting different submarkets that are potentially
populated by different firms. The firm-to-firm flows remain unaltered only when all firms post vacancies in
all submarkets proportionally to the number of searchers per submarket.
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where W is the value obtained from the workers maximization problem (3.2) after they

solved for their optimal contingent search strategy xw(z
′, n⃗ ′, h′) in (3.3).

Entrant workers. In stage B the firm decides how many workers to hire and on which

submarkets.38 As firms can recruit workers of type h across a multitude of submarkets, the

firm recruiting problem is described by the function ñi(xi, h; z, n⃗ ) that indicates for each

submarket (xi, h) the mass of workers recruited by firm (z, n⃗ ). This function is well defined

as xi takes values in a closed interval [x
¯h
, x̄h] that will be described in the free-entry section

below. In stage C, the firm also renegotiates contracts ω with new hires and must keep the

following promise:

∀(xi, h) s.t. ñi(xi, h; z, n⃗ ) > 0 : xi ≤ W(z, n⃗ , h, ω), (3.5)

that is the firm will choose ω (including the first wage) so that new hires lifelong value

W is no lower than what accepted in the recruiting phase. Notice that new hires become

incumbent workers in the next period and, therefore, W ′(z′, n⃗ ′, h′) is the same in (3.4) and

(3.5).39 It follows (see the wage equation in 3.14 below) that current wages of new hires do

not need to equal those of incumbent workers. For notation purposes, we will refer to wage

of incumbents and new entrants, respectively, as wh and w̃h(xi). Finally, we will refer to

ω̃(h) as all the elements of a contract other than the wage. It follows ω̃(h) is identical for

workers of type h regardless if they are incumbent or new hires.

After the matching stage has occurred and the firm recruited ñi(xi, h) workers, the

overall firm problem in stage C can be described as follows:

J
(
z, n⃗ , ñi(xi, h), {W (h)}Hh=1

)
= max

ñi(xi,h;z′,n⃗ ),w̃(h,xi;z,n⃗ ),w(h;z,n⃗ ),ω̃(h;z,n⃗ )
F (z, n⃗ )− kf

−
H∑

h=1

[
w(h; z, n⃗ )nh +

∫ x̄h

x
¯h

w̃(h, xi; z, n⃗ )ñi(xi, h) dxi

]

+ βEz

{
−

H∑
h=1

∫ x̄h

x
¯h

ñi(xi; z
′, n⃗ ′)

ch
q(θ(xi, h))

dxi

+ J
(
z′, n⃗ ′, ñi(xi, h; z

′, n⃗ ), {W (h; z′, n⃗ ′)}Hh=1

)}+

,

(3.6)

subject to constraints (3.4) and (3.5) and law of motion:

n′h(z
′, n⃗ ) =

∫ x̄h

x
¯h

ñi(xi, h; z
′, n⃗ )dxi+s0(1−τ(z′, n⃗ , h))(1−p(θ(xw(z′, n⃗ , h), h)))

H∑
m=1

πw(h|m, n⃗ )nm.

(3.7)

The firm maximizes its value by choosing on how many workers to recruit in the next

period contingent on the realization of z′, and on how to compensate its current workforce

in (z, n⃗ ), so to keep its promises as summarized in (ñi(xi, h), {W (h)}Hh=1) for new hires and

incumbent workers, respectively. The first line of (3.6) represents the value of production

38There is no need to separately track the number of opened vacancies. Given the number of hires in a
specific submarket (xi, h), the number of opened vacancies will directly follow by inverting for the job filling
probability function q.

39In other words, new hires are as likely to get fired as incumbent workers, conditional on h′.
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net of the fix operating cost kf , the second line details the wage of incumbent and new

hires. Notice that the number of new hires in stage C is given while their wage is chosen by

the firm. The last two lines are the non-negative continuation value of the firm, contingent

on the realization of z′ according to πz(z
′|z) and on not exiting the market. The third line

describes the cost of hiring ñi(xi; z
′, n⃗ ′) units of labor in submarket (xi, h). The fourth line

is the firm problem in stage C of the next period. Notice that in this problem W ′(z′, n⃗ ′) is

implicitly pinned down by the choice of ω̃(h; z, n⃗ ) as it prescribes what value is assigned to

W ′ in the case z′ realizes. Finally, notice that the state space W has been omitted from the

policy functions arguments. This is a small abuse of notation, but as it will soon be clear

from the next section has no practical repercussions.

Joint surplus maximization Optimal policies maximize the joint surplus of a firm and

its incumbent workers. This is the case because utility is transferable, contracts are complete

and state-contingent, and firms meet their promises. This can be formally established by

building on Schaal (2017, appendix G.1) as it readily extends to the case of multiple human

capital types and stochastic worker death.

In stage C, the joint surplus maximization problem for a firm and its workers (incumbent

and just hired in stage B) is:

V(z, n⃗ ) = max
d(z′,n⃗ ),ñi(xi,h;z′,n⃗ ),τ(z′,n⃗ ,h),xw(z′,n⃗ ,h)

F (z, n⃗ )− kf

+ βEz

[
s0

H∑
h=1

H∑
m=1

πw(h|m; z, n⃗ )nm

(
U(h)

(
d(z′, n⃗ ) + (1− d(z′, n⃗ ))τ(z′, n⃗ , h)

)
+ xw,h(z

′, n⃗ , h;m, j)(1− d(z′, n⃗ ))(1− τ(z′, n⃗ , h))λp(θ(xw(z
′, n⃗ , h), h))

)

+ (1− d(z′, n⃗ ))

(
V (z′, n⃗ (z′, n⃗ ) +

H∑
h=1

κ(h)

∫ x̄h

x
¯h

ñi(xi, h; z
′, n⃗ )dxi)

)]
,

(3.8)

subject to the low of motion for n⃗ described in (3.7). The surplus function is obtained

after accounting for the next period optimal contingent decisions in terms of shutting down,

recruiting, firing, and job-to-job transitions. As all decisions regard the next period, the

problem is purely forward looking. The surplus value equals the flow value of stage C and

the expected continuation value. Notice that terms in the second and third line are adjusted

by the survival probability s0 and learning process πw as they realize in next period stage

A. These two lines describe, respectively, incumbent workers future gains from becoming

unemployed and changing employer. The last line first component describes the continuation

value for the firm and next period employed workers as in stage C. The second component

captures the cost of next period hiring where the integral in ñi gives the number of hires of

type h and the κ(h) is the cost of hiring, including both the vacancy posting component and

the relevant submarket utility cost. The reason κ(h) is not indexed in xi will be presented

in the free entry section below.

There are more properties about problem (3.8). First, the state space is considerably

reduced compared to the firm problem (3.6). This is the principal gain from using the surplus

formulation as introduced by Schaal (2017). The gain is that we do not need to keep track
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explicitly of all the promised contracts of incumbent workers in order to determine with

what probability workers are going to leave or how many workers will be recruited. Another

difference with the firm problem is that the surplus is maximized over xw as well. Firms

cannot contract with workers where they are going to direct their search. However, firms

can indirectly induce a particular search behavior by adjusting W ′ as it results from (3.3)

above. It turns out that in equilibrium firms can always adjustW ′ so that it maximizes their

own profits and, yet, keep their utility promises with the workers (Schaal, 2017, appendix

G.3).

Free entry At the beginning of every period, perspective entrants can pay ke. Upon

payment of the entry cost, they draw their first productivity value z from distribution πe.

Depending on the realization of z, firms may decide to stay or exit immediately, respectively

denoted as de(z) = 0 or 1. If staying, they start hiring and producing in stage B and C,

respectively. Differently from any incumbent firm, however, we assume that entrant firms

can only hire a single human capital type of worker, h ∈ {1, . . . ,H}. Entrant firms can

post an unlimited number of contracts across multiple submarkets within their chosen h.

Different entrants can opt for different h types. Despite restrictive, this assumption only

constraints hiring behavior in the first period and firm can hire every human capital type

from next period onward. On the other hand, this assumption guarantees the model is

tractable and an equilibrium exists. As long as across entrant firms every type h is hired,

the economy is block-recursive (Menzio and Shi 2010; Kaas 2020) and market tightness

can be computed in each possible submarket (x, h) without that agents keep track of the

aggregate distribution in search and posting behavior.

The problem facing an entering firm of type z in stage B (notice ke was already paid

and z is drawn) is:

Je(z) = max
ĥ,ñe(xe,ĥ;z,0̄),de(z)

de(z)

[
V(z, n⃗ e)−

∫ x̄ĥ

x
¯ĥ

ñe(xe, ĥ; z, 0̄)

(
xe +

ch

q(θ(xe, ĥ))

)
dxe

]
,

(3.9)

where n⃗ e is anH-dimensional zero vector except for component ĥ that equals
∫ x̄ĥ

x
¯ĥ
ñe(xe, ĥ; z, 0̄)dxe.

The entry value in (3.9) is equal to the stage C value V adjusted for the current stage B cost

of hiring the initial workforce. Notice that the cost of hiring can be further decomposed.

The submarket xe only appears through the term xe +
ch

q(θ(xe,ĥ))
which describes a per-unit

hiring cost common to both entering and incumbent firms. Thus, entering firm hiring deci-

sion can be split in two stages. First, choose in which submarket (x, ĥ) to search. Second,

decide on the number of workers to recruit. The minimal hiring cost for a given ĥ, across x

is:

κ(ĥ) = min
xĥ≤x≤x̄ĥ

xh +
ch

q(θ(xh, h))
. (3.10)

Let us Optimal entry requires only submarkets minimizing hiring costs are open in equilib-

rium. So the following complementary slackness condition must hold:

∀(x, h) : θ(x, h)

[
x+

ch
q(θ(x, h))

− κ(h)

]
= 0. (3.11)
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So equilibrium market tightness for every open submarket is:

θ(x, h) = q−1

[
ch

κ(h)− x

]
. (3.12)

It is clear from (3.12) that no optimal hiring occurs in submarkets (x, h) with x > x̄h =

κ(h) − ch as job finding probabilities would be zero. Similarly, there is no worker willing

to search in a submarket that is dominated in value by unemployment so we can write

that optimal search implies x > x
¯h

= minh{U(h)}. Further notice that incumbent firms

are equally able to split their hiring problems in the same two steps, i.e., choosing the

submarkets (xi, h) deciding on quantities.40

Furthermore, the free-entry condition drives expected profits of entrant firms to the entry

cost:

ke =
∑
z∈Z

Je(z)πe(z). (3.13)

Notice that when combining equations from (3.9) to (3.13), we are able to pin down the

value of κ(ĥ), conditional on ĥ. The vector m⃗e records how many entrant firms of each

type ĥ are needed in equilibrium to drive the ex-ante value of entry to zero. Notice that the

equilibrium vector m⃗e is unique as proved in appendix C.1 through the use of Walras law.

Equilibrium I follow Schaal (2017) in defining the equilibrium in a constructive way.

First, a candidate equilibrium is a solution to both the workers problems (3.1)-(3.2) and

firms’ problem (3.6) that further satisfies the free entry condition (3.13). A candidate

equilibrium is an equilibrium for the economy if the vector m⃗e of entrant firm masses as

obtained from (C.12) is strictly positive in every component. Strictly positive entry in each

human capital market h guarantees relative hiring costs κ(h) are pinned down by the free

entry condition. In this case the equilibrium is block-recursive because hiring costs do not

depend on the infinite-dimensional distribution of firms.41 In practice, focusing on equilibria

with positive firm entry for each human capital market does not seem to be too unrealistic

in the VWH data given how dispersed are the entrant firms hires in terms of pay, past

experience and occupations.

Definition 3.1. Define the following concepts:

1. A candidate equilibrium is (i) a set of value functions U(h), W(z, n⃗ , h, ω), J(z, n⃗ , ñi(xi, h), {W (h)}Hh=1),

V(z, n⃗ ) and Je(z); (ii) a decision rule for unemployed workers {xu(h′)}, employed

workers {xw(z′, n⃗ , h′)}, entering firms {ĥ, ñe(xe, ĥ; z, 0̄), de(z)}, and incumbent firms

{ñi(xi, h; z′, n⃗ ), w̃(h, xi; z, n⃗ ), w(h; z, n⃗ ), ω̃(h; z, n⃗ )}; (iii) a set of hiring costs {κ(h)}Hh=1

and corresponding labor market tightness θ(x, h) such that equations (3.1)-(3.13) are

satisfied.

2. A block-recursive equilibrium is a candidate equilibrium such that m⃗e is positive in

each entry.

40Compare with (3.6). The only difference for incumbent firms is that the utility promised x does not
show up in the value function but in the promise keeping constraint. Also notice this justifies our surplus
function formulation in κ(h).

41A candidate equilibrium violating strict positive entry can still be an equilibrium, yet the hiring costs
κ will the depend on the whole distribution of firms.
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Proposition 3.1. Under weak regularity conditions, a candidate equilibrium always exists.

(ii) An equilibrium fulfilling block-recursivity, when it exists, is efficient.

The statement in proposition 3.1 is proved in Schaal (2017, appendix G.2).42 The

proof uses Shrauder’s fixed point theorem to show the existence of a joint-solution to the

unemployed, surplus and free-entry problem. A surplus solution can always be implemented

as a solution to the firm and employed workers problem (see surplus section above) so a

candidate equilibrium always exist. Unfortunately, guaranteeing the existence of a block-

recursive equilibrium is not as easy as m⃗e depends on the aggregate distribution of firms.

In practice, it is convenient to solve for the candidate equilibrium and to check ex-post for

positive entry.

Proposition 3.2. A block-recursive equilibirum, when it exists, is efficient.

Proposition 3.2 states the economy maximizes total welfare. This property is also in-

herited from Schaal (2017) and proved therein in appendix G.2. In particular, the human

capital accumulation of workers is constrained efficient as in Jarosch et al. (2021). Firms

and workers correctly price the value of learning. They write contracts that internalize the

current and future value of human capital spillovers on the rest of the workforce and on the

firm itself. The market generally does not achieve efficiency in other models of coworker

learning (Herkenhoff et al., 2018; Nix, 2020; Ma et al., 2023) as a result of random search

or information frictions. Proposition 3.2 establishes that welfare in this economy cannot be

improved by a policy intervention. In this sense, the model offers an efficient benchmark

in which there is no human capital accumulation mispricing, nor inefficient separations or

hirings.

A remarkable difference from Schaal (2017) is that the model can generate labor market

churning since firms hire and separate from workers at the same time. This is typical

of labor markets (Elsby et al., 2021) but it is often a missing feature of theoretical firm

dynamics models. The current framework is able to reproduce this feature as firms are

contemporaneously active on multiple human capital markets. For instance, it can be the

case that some workers have just upgraded their human capital level but there is no demand

for them in the firm. Consequently, they will separate – most likely by performing a job-to-

job transition — and the firm will replace them with new lower level workers.

Wage determination In equilibrium, contracts will induce workers to search in specific

submarkets xw by fine-tuning the next-period promised utility W ′ as described above in

(3.3). In the current period, fixed a value for xw, expression (3.3) pins down the unique

value for W ′ that makes xw incentive compatible for the worker.

The current period wage is obtained after inverting the worker value function (3.2).

The wage is the difference between the current end-of-period promised utility W ′ and the

beginning-of-next-period expected utility:

w(z, n⃗ , h) =W ′(z, n⃗ , h)− s0βEz,h

[
WB(z′, n⃗ ′(z, n⃗ ), h′)

]
, (3.14)

42Regarding existence, assumption 1 in Schaal (2017, appendix G.2) needs to further qualified. As pro-
duction function F takes labor factor as a vector in our model, one needs to assume F is bi-Lipschitz
continuous for each of its labor input dimensions (holding fixed the others labor components). Assumption

4 also modifies accordingly by assuming n̄ > maxh

{
α−1
hV (ke + kf )

}
.
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where the beginning of period utility is (set for brevity γ = {z, n⃗ , h}):

WB(γ) = d(γ)U(h)+(1−d(γ)) [τ(γ)U(h) + (1− τ(γ)) (λp(θ(xw(γ), h))xw(γ) + (1− λp(θ(xw(γ), h)))W
′(γ))] ,

(3.15)

and the expectation operator is over {z′, h′} according to πz(z
′|z)πw(h′|h; n⃗ ).

First of all, notice that wages display compensating differentials as workers will receive

lower wages if their opportunities to learn are higher. To see this, suppose h′ > h implies

higher future utilities and that team ˆ⃗n offers better learning chances of team n⃗ . In for-

mulas, WB(z, n⃗ , h′) >WB(z, n⃗ , h) and ∀h : πw(h
′|h, ˆ⃗n) stochastic dominates πw(h

′|h, n⃗ ).
Therefore, fixed W ′, wages will be lower in team ˆ⃗n than in team n⃗ because the last term

in expression (3.14) is larger in the case of ˆ⃗n. As a corollary, changes in the workforce

composition affect workforce payroll through the direct effect on continuation utility WB

and also indirectly via the expectation operator on the future human capital level.

As in Schaal (2017, online appendix F), wages also have other properties. First there

is wage dispersion as workers in the same firm with the same human capital level will be

paid differently if W ′ differs. This is the case when comparing incumbent workers and new

hires. New hires are promised xi(h) that generally differs from W ′ and, since x′w(z, n⃗ , h)

is identical for new hires and incumbent workers, workers with identical human capital

h are paid differently according to (3.14) depending on their seniority level.43 Second,

there is a firm-size premium because larger firms are more likely —in a statistical sense—

to have undergone a growth period recently. As growing firms must be retaining their

incumbent workers, they have directed their workers towards high-end submarkets at the

cost of promising high level of W ′, inflating wages as described in (3.14).

3.3 Data and measurement

In this section, I spell out the model functional specification and discuss data moments that

are relevant for properly measuring the value of its parameters. In particular, I use the

data to document that small growing firms are associated with stronger coworker learning

predictions. However, since coworker groups are endogenous with respect to worker and firm

characteristics, this data analysis does not directly measure learning function parameters.

Therefore, I use the firm dynamics model to account for the endogenous selection of workers

across firms and recover the value of underlying parameters. Finally, I discuss some of the

equilibrium properties of the simulated model.

3.3.1 Functional Forms, Parameters and Stochastic Processes

Human capital is discrete and indexed with hk with k ∈ {1, . . . ,H} and hk = 1 + (k − 1)∆

with ∆ > 0. Human capital stochastically appreciates of one level if employed:

Pr(hk+1|hk, n⃗ ) =ϕ0 + ϕ1

∑H
j=k+1(hj − hk)nj∑H

j=1 nj
, (3.16)

43Notice, however, that the model predicts that the wage is identical across all incumbent workers that
have the same level of human capital. To see this, it is sufficient to observe that policy functions for layoffs
and quits do not vary within a group of colleagues that have the same human capital level. Consequently,
new hires get a wage differential that exactly matches the difference in promised utilities between them and
incumbent workers and they become indistinguishable from any other incumbent worker ever after.
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with the complementary probability being human capital remains unchanged. This learning

function specification builds on the work of Lucas (2009) and Herkenhoff et al. (2018).

It assumes human capital does not depreciate while employed and that individuals only

learn from more knowledgeable coworkers. The higher is the share of more knowledgeable

coworkers —or the human capital difference—, the more likely human capital will appreciate.

At the same time, expression (3.16) is free from firm-size effects as the coefficients are

normalized by total workforce. This is in line with the empirical analysis below about

stable regression coefficients and the finding of Jarosch et al. (2021).44 Finally, human

capital depreciates of one level if unemployed with probability ϕu
45

Firms produce using own productivity z and labor inputs n⃗ ∈ RH .

F (z, n⃗ ) = Aez

(
H∑

k=1

hk (nk)
1
ρ

)ρα

(3.17)

with α ∈ (0, 1). The CES structure allows for coworkers of different human capital levels

to be substitutes ρ < 1 or complements ρ > 1. Depending on the value of ρ, firms have a

production motive to assemble a more homogeneous or diverse workforce. The decreasing

returns to scale parameter α guarantees that there is a non-degenerate firm-size distribution

in the economy.

Productivity draws for incumbents follow an AR(1) process:

zt = ρzzt−1 + εz,t εz,t ∼ N (0, σ2
ε) (3.18)

made discrete for a finite grid z ∈ Z. The first productivity draw, z0 ∈ Z, realizes according

to (3.18) with z−1 = 0.

I follow Menzio and Shi (2010) and Schaal (2017) in picking the CES matching function

p(θ) = θ(1 + θγ)−1/γ . Home production and vacancy posting cost are set constant across

human capital types: b(h) = b0 and ck = c0 for all h. Finally, the first human capital level

at birth is drawn from π0 that is distributed as a truncated geometric distribution with

average π̄0.

3.3.2 Data and Empirical Evidence

Compared to a standard model of firm dynamics with frictional labor market, this model

also features workers with different human capital levels that interact through production

and learning. These interactions are captured by the parameters {ϕ0, ϕ1} in learning and ρ

in production. To measure the strength of complementarities in production and learning I

do not leverage on exogenous variation from case studies (Hong and Lattanzio, 2022) or from

an experimental setting (Ichino and Maggi, 2000). Instead, I consider a series of regressions

between an individual worker’s outcome variables and his coworkers’ characteristics. These

regressions do not directly measure complementarities in learning or production, because

coworkers’ characteristics are not a random with respect to individuals. Therefore, I follow

44If anything, Jarosch et al. (2021) show that the learning function displays mild decreasing returns
to scale. However, I prefer to use a constant returns to scale learning function because I argue it is the
composition of workers in small firms that makes coworker learning more effective and not directly a stronger
learning process.

45As the human capital grid is finite, there is no depreciation for h = 1 and no further appreciation when
h = H.
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Herkenhoff et al. (2018) and consider these same regressions in the model as well. Since the

model explicitly accounts for endogenous sorting of workers into firms and coworkers, I am

able to generate the same source of endogeneity present in the data. Consequently, I can

use the model to measure indirectly the values for {ϕ0, ϕ1} and ρ.

The two regression specifications that I will present below are performed on the whole

sample and then repeated by classes of firm size and growth. Repeating the regression on

sub-samples of the data allows to verify that the regression coefficient for the coworkers’

characteristics are stable across firms. I interpret the stability in the regression coefficients

as an indication that the learning and production processes are transversal across firm

size and growth classes. Despite the regression coefficient are stable, I document that the

outcome predictions differ across firm size and growth sub-samples. I interpret the difference

in the predicted outcome variable as an indication that workforce composition differs across

firms’ classes. This finding is novel in the literature and points towards the importance of

considering firm size and growth characteristics when measuring the values of {ϕ0, ϕ1} and

ρ.

I estimate the model using Italian data from Veneto Worker Histories (VWH) 1982-2001

for the provinces of Vicenza and Treviso. VWH are an employer-employee administrative

dataset and report information on every employment spell, regardless of its length, but

for the agricultural and public sectors. For each spell, it is reported the total yearly com-

pensation, number of days worker, and a broad occupational variable (trainee, blue-collar,

white-collar or manager). Each observation comes with an employer identifiers and, conse-

quently, it is possible to recover granular information on coworkers’ characteristics.

Below I present two regression specification borrowed from Herkenhoff et al. (2018)

that are indicative of complementarities in learning and production, respectively. Note the

regression coefficient do not measure directly the value of parameters in the model, but they

can be used as guide when to chose parameter values after running the same regressions in

the simulated model as well.

Complementarities in learning For this regression specification I only consider workers

continuously employed at same employer f throughout year t, that go through at least one

quarter of unemployment in year t+1 and return to be continuously employed in year t+2

at a different employer from year t.46 For this sample of workers, I consider the following

specification:

wi,t+2 = α0 + α1wi,t + α2w−i,t +AXi,t + εi,t, (3.19)

where wi,t+2 and wi,t are worker wages i wages and w−i,t is the average coworkers’ wage in

year t. Finally Xi,t controls for year, worker gender, age, age squared, nationality, tenure in

the firm, occupation, firm age, and a 10 groups k-means dummy based on firm wage mean

and standard deviation.

In this specification, wages are a proxy for (unobservable) human capital. The claim is

the higher the average wage w−i,t in a firm, the higher is the human capital level of one’s

coworkers. Since we are controlling for individual i wage, all we need to suppose is that

wages are a good proxy in ranking human capital within a given firm. In this sense, the

46When workers do not appear in VWH, it is not possible to distinguish whether they went through
unemployment, moved abroad or got employed in the agricultural or public sector. Notice, however, that
VWH follows workers also outside of Veneto as long as they remain in Italy. Finally notice that requiring
workers to be employed both in t and t+ 2 in Veneto maximizes the chances that a quarterly missing spell
in year t+ 1 actually occurred because of unemployment.
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Complementarities in learning - (3.19)

All firms
Small shrinking

firms
Small growing

firms
Big shrinking

firms
Big growing

firms
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A

wi,t 0.704*** 0.653*** 0.646*** 0.723*** 0.745***

(0.0046) (0.0086) (0.0065) (0.0103) (0.0073)
w−i,t 0.070*** 0.061*** 0.081*** 0.077*** 0.077***

(0.0074) (0.015) (0.0113) (0.0202) (0.0154)
Controls yes yes yes yes yes
R2 0.66 0.58 0.59 0.68 0.71
# of th. obs. 259 49 76 48 77
# of th. firms 35 18 23 4 5

Panel B
mean(ŵi,t+2 − wi,t) 0.076 0.083 0.047 0.045

(0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0004)

Table 3.1: Estimation of specification (3.19) and average prediction of ŵi,t+2−wi,t by firm class. Column
(1) includes all firms while columns (2) to (5) only include firms by their class. Small (large) firms employ
at most (more than) 20 full-year equivalent employees during year t. Growing (shrinking) firms are defined
with respect to their employment size in t − 1. Notice that total number of firms from (2) to (5) is larger
than in (1) because the same firm can change its class over time. Panel A: firm clustered standard errors
in parentheses; *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05. Panel B: the prediction ŵi,t+2 is based on regression
coefficients from column (1).

coefficient of interest for measuring complementarities in learning is α2. Finally notice, by

restricting our focus on workers going through unemployment in year t+1, we have purged

out the effect of heterogeneity in outside options when workers were still employed in year

t.

In table 3.1, panel A column (1), are reported the estimated coefficients for (3.19). The

estimate of α2 is positive and is about a tenth of α1. These estimates imply that a 10%

increase in coworkers average wage increases their salary in t+2 of 0.7%. In columns (2) to

(5) the estimation is repeated by four different firm size and growth classes. Remarkably,

the estimates of α2 are similar across the different firm class samples.

In table 3.1, panel B, I use the estimated coefficients from column (1) to compute the

average predicted wage growth from year t to t + 2 by firm size class. The four means

are statistically different from one another, and the highest predicted growth, about 8%,

occurs for workers leaving small growing firms. Workers leaving bigger firms, regardless of

the firm’s growth status, only experience an average predicted growth of 4%.

To summarize, regression estimates for α2 are similar across firm classes but predicted

wage growth is not. For smaller firms, predicted wage growth nearly doubles the prediction

of larger ones. I interpret this finding as suggestive that the learning function parameters are

constant across firms (i.e. no decreasing or increasing returns to scale), yet the composition

of the workforce in small growing firms is better suited to generate beneficial human capital

spillovers. Despite these results, one should be cautious in making any causal statement at

this stage because the selection of workers into firms and into coworkers is not random.
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Complementarities in production - (3.20)

All firms
Small shrinking

firms
Small growing

firms
Big shrinking

firms
Big growing

firms
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A

wi,t -0.009*** -0.011*** -0.011*** -0.003 -0.01***

(0.0009) (0.0015) (0.0012) (0.0018) (0.0019)
w−i,t 0.007 0.009 0.011** 0.004 0.014

(0.0039) (0.0049) (0.004) (0.0084) (0.009)
Controls yes yes yes yes yes
R2 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.013 0.01
# of th. obs. 2738 422 615 632 974
# of th. firms 42 30 34 4 6

Panel B

mean(ÊEi,t+1) 0.014 0.015 0.013 0.014
(0.0036) (0.0036) (0.0041) (0.0041)

Table 3.2: Estimation of specification (3.20) and average prediction of ÊEi,t+1 by firm class. Column
(1) includes all firms while columns (2) to (5) only include firms by their class. Small (large) firms employ
at most (more than) 20 full-year equivalent employees during year t. Growing (shrinking) firms are defined
with respect to their employment size in t − 1. Notice that total number of firms from (2) to (5) is larger
than in (1) because the same firm can change its class over time. Panel A: firm clustered standard errors

in parentheses; *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05. Panel B: the prediction ÊEi,t+1 is based on regression
coefficients from column (1).

Complementarities in production For this regression specification I only consider

workers continuously employed at same employer f throughout year t, and continuously

employed in year t + 1 as well. The outcome variable I consider is EEi,t+1 which is a

dummy taking value 1 if worker i changes employer by the first quarter of year t + 1. For

this sample of workers, I consider the following specification:

EEi,t+1 = β0 + β1wi,t + β2|wi,t − w−i,t|+BXi,t + εi,t, (3.20)

where wi,t is worker i wage and w−i,t is the average coworkers’ wage in year t. Control

variables in Xi,t are year, worker gender, age, age squared, nationality, tenure in the firm,

occupation, firm age, and a 10 groups k-means dummy based on firm wage mean and

standard deviation.

The term |wi,t − w−i,t| is the absolute distance between average pay in the firm and

individual’s wage. Supposing wages are proxy for human capital, then |wi,t − w−i,t| is

a proxy for human capital differences. The closer the value is to zero, the more likely

individual i has an average human capital level in the firm. If the production function

favors similarities, in particular ρ > 1, than workers that differ the most from the average

human capital level will be more likely to leave the firm.

We test for this hypothesis by estimating (3.20), results are reported in table 3.2. The

point estimate for β2 is positive, yet not significant. Notice that when we separately es-

timate regression 3.20 by firm class, point estimates do not vary significantly. Differently

from specification (3.19), the predicted value for EEi,t+1 also does not vary across firms’

classes. Overall, I interpret these estimates as evidence for only mild complementarities in
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Parameter Description Value
Set exogenously:

H # HC types 2
β discount factor 0.988
A Aggregate productivity 1
α DRS 0.65
ρz Productivity persistence 0.99
σε Productivity innovation s.d. 0.22155
γ Matching function elasticity 1.599
s0 Survival probability 0.99

Estimate
ρ Substitution across HC types 2.5
∆ HC difference 0.4
ϕ0 Individual learning 0.025
ϕ1 Coworker learning base 0.0083
ϕu Unemployed HC depreciation 0.125
δ0 Exogenous exit probability 0.015
kf Operational cost 5
ke0 Entry cost baseline 7.105
b0 Home production baseline 0.14
co Vacancy creation baseline cost 0.358
λ employed search efficiency 0.55
π̄0 average HC at birth 1.1

Table 3.3: Free parameters of the model and their values.

production.

3.3.3 Estimation strategy and Equilibrium Properties

A full-fledged estimation of the model via the simulated method of moments requires further

work. On this regard, the current simulated economy is for illustrative purposes and works

as a proof of concept about the mechanisms and channels that the model is able to produce.

Below I discuss which are the salient moments from the data that need to be matched by

the model. Further, I present a preliminary simulation informed on some of these moments.

Table 3.3 summarizes the free parameters of the model and distinguishes between those

internally estimated and externally set. The frequency of the model is quarterly and it

is compared to VWH data on time-span 1982-2001. The discount factor is set to .988 or

about 5% yearly. I set the decreasing returns to scale parameter α in between of Schaal

(2017) that uses .85 for the US economy and Cooper et al. (2022) that estimate a value of

.5122 using indirect inference on Italian data and assuming a production function that takes

labor as the only factor of production. Cooper et al. (2022) also provide estimates for the

yearly auto-regressive process of firm productivity, I convert their estimates to a quarterly

frequency.

The strategy to estimate the labor market parameters γ, b0, c0 and λ follows Schaal

(2017) in matching UE, EU and EE flows. The estimation of the exogenous exit probability

δ0 relies on matching average firm age in the data and the hazard rate estimate from an

exponential survival distribution. There is no clear benchmark to set the values for the
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Figure 3.2: Predicted human capital change after full year t continuously employed in same firm f and
conditional on remaining in f during all t+1. Predictions by firm size and growth class. Large firms employ
an yearly average of at least 20 workers in t, otherwise they are small. Growing (shrinking) firms are firms
with a larger (smaller) employment size in t than in t− 1.

entry cost ke and operational cost kf . However, the higher is the cost of ke the smaller is

the mass of entrant firms so one can discipline ke by matching the fraction of hiring done by

entrant firms over total hiring in the economy. The operational cost kf must be paid every

period by active firms. The higher is kf the larger firms must be to meet this recurrent cost.

Consequently, kf is related to matching the average firm size from the data.

Human capital parameters are H,∆, ϕ0, ϕ1, ϕu, π̄0 and ρ. The parameters H and ∆

govern the overall amount of human capital heterogeneity present in the economy. Since H

determines the number of components in vector n⃗ , it is not feasible to let this parameter

to be estimated internally but it is fixed ex-ante. Herkenhoff et al. (2018) set H = 7 but

keep maximum firm size to two workers. In the simulated economy I present in here, I set

H = 2 and leave firm size unrestricted.47 The value of ∆ is chosen so to match the ratio

between top and bottom 20th percentile of the wage distribution. Parameter ϕ0 captures

learning-by-doing and consequently is associated to experience. Therefore, the value of this

parameter is informed by the average wage growth for employed workers that do not change

their employer. The average human capital type when entering the labor market, π̄0 is

disciplined by looking at the ratio between average wage at 54 and at 24, assuming workers

enter the labor market at 21. The rate of depreciation of human capital, ϕu is adjusted so to

match the correlation in the data between average unemployment duration and first wage

upon leaving unemployment. Finally, the parameters ϕ1 and ρ are related to the degree of

complementarity among workers in learning and production. The estimated coefficients α2

and β2 from regression (3.19) and (3.20) and the related predictions by firm size and growth

class are informative for these parameters. In addition, the share of wage variance between

and within firms is also a relevant moment in measuring ρ. The higher is ρ, the more likely

similar workers are employed together, therefore, the between component of wage dispersion

is higher (Herkenhoff et al., 2018).

In table 3.4, I report the data and model generated moments. Despite the estimation

strategy outlined above, the model simulated model still performs relatively poor. There

47Operationally, firms can only choose up to N = 30 workers for each human capital type and so maximum
firm size is N ∗H = 60. However, because of decreasing returns to labor the upper point N is not binding
in equilibrium.
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Moment name Data
value

Model
value

Within / between firm wage dispersion 0.298 0.730
p80/p20 wage ratio 1.649 1.131
Mean wage at 54 / Mean wage at 24 1.375 1.022
Mean annual wage growth 0.057 0.003
Annual wage growth s.d. 0.038 0.041
α2 in (3.19) 0.070 0.845
β2 in (3.20) 0.007 -0.021
corr.(unemp. duration, earning at UE) -0.033 -0.047
Firm average size 13.604 2.887
Firm average growth rate 0.071 0.014
Firm average age 10.060 8.219
Hazard rate estimate 0.064 0.034
Share of recruiting by entrant firms 0.155 0.452
EU rate 0.048 0.048
EE rate 0.029 0.005

Table 3.4: Matching moment from the data and the model. As the economy is stationary the
unemployment inflows and outflows are the same: the data moment is the average between
EU and UE.

is excessive wage compression in the simulated data and most of wage dispersion, contrary

to the data, occurs between firms. Also the age-wage profile is too flat compared to the

data, with the exception of the standard deviation in wage growth rate across workers.

Unfortunately, the estimates for α2 and β2 are also off. Instead of directly comparing the

predicted outcome variable of regression (3.19) and (3.20) against their model counterpart, I

plotted in figure 3.2 the expected change in human capital for workers continuously employed

over two years at the same firm, by firm size and growth class. The values in the graph are off

compared to the regression analysis of the previous section, because small growing firms are

reported as the least effective category for human capital accumulation. Nonetheless, this

graph is an instance for the kind of analysis that the model allows. Finally, the correlation

between unemployment duration and first wage when back to employment is relatively good.

Moments related to firms are also not well-aligned to the data. While the average age

and hazard rate estimate are not too unrealistic, the average firm size and growth rate

are about one magnitude too small. The difficulty in raising average firm size and increase

dynamism in growth rates originates from the firm productivity process. The AR(1) process

I am using is persistent and innovations are relatively big. These two properties, combined

with the fact that firm productivity enters exponentially in the production function, tend to

produce an excessive number of small firms compared to the data. At the same time, since

the productivity process is so persistent, few firms experience growth and when they do

they change their size very drastically. As a corollary of the lack of dynamism of incumbent

firms, the share of recruiting done by entrant firms is excessively high.

While the model does a good job in matching flows between employment and unem-

ployment, the simulated EE rate is about five times smaller than observed in the data.

Beyond not being a good match with the data counterpart, a small fraction of EE flows

helps explaining why the wage dispersion within firms is so small compared to data. To see

this, recall that wage determination in the model follows equation (3.14) and it is based on
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(a) All worker flows.
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(b) Only flows for h = 1.
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(c) Only flows for h = 2.

Figure 3.3: Hirings, layoffs and quits by yearly percentage of firm growth (x-axis).

workers’ promised utility levels and corresponding threats to change job. Workers perform-

ing job-to-job transition search on higher promised-utility submarkerts than unemployed

workers of the same human capital level. An higher submarket also generally translates into

an “hiring bonus” when the worker joins a new firm from employment. More EE transitions

increase the frequency of these bonuses and therefore increase the share of wage dispersion

attributable to the within firm component.

Finally, the model generates a labor share of approximately .48, arguably a bit too

low. To get a sense of the magnitudes of kf and ke, we can compare them to the value of

production. In particular the operational costs weight for about 18% of the average revenues

generated by active firms in the economy. On the other hand, the entry cost is about 8 times

a average firm’s first year revenue.

In figure 3.3, I report the inflow and outflow of workers by firm growth level. This is a

typical exercise in firm dynamics (Kaas and Kircher, 2015; Schaal, 2017) as it shows what

is the average gross composition of hires, quits and layoff that are associated to a certain

net job creation/destruction level (Davis et al., 2006). There is a reason in showing this

figure even though the model has not been properly estimated and simulation is coarse.

Since in the model are present different human capital levels, we can condition the inflows

and outflows by them. As firms grow, the composition of their human capital demand also

changes. For instance, in the simulated model when firms grow they virtually never fire

h = 2 workers but recur to quits sometimes. However, layoffs of h = 1 workers are as

frequent in shrinking firms as in growing ones.

Finally, as discussed in the theoretical wage determination section, there are compen-

sating differentials. Since high human capital individuals are better-off in this economy,

workers are willing to give up part of their earnings and be compensated in learning oppor-

tunities (Jarosch et al., 2021). Accordingly, for low human capital workers, plot in figure 3.4

shows that the probability of becoming high types is inversely correlated with their wages.

3.4 Counterfactuals

The purpose of this section is to develope counterfactuals to compare against the estimated

model. Of particular interest in the comparison are the aggregate level of human capital

and the dynamics of its accumulation across firms and workers. Three counterfactuals

are of interest for this analysis: i) a rise in the operational cost kf , ii) an increased firm

productivity persistence ρz, and iii) a fall in the dispersion of productivity innovations σε.

Unfortunately, without a complete estimation of the model, this analysis cannot deliver
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Figure 3.4: Evidence for compensating differentials. Scatter plot with regression line for sample of workers
with human capital h = 1. On the y-axis is reported the probability the worker is going to turn into h = 2
human capital level by the next quarter.

quantitative insights. However, I still discuss below some of the expected implications of

these changes.

A rise in kf implies fewer but larger firms in equilibrium. As a consequence, workers

stay longer in their employment and have more time to accumulate human capital. At the

same time, firms’ size become stickier and labor reallocation diminishes. This implies less

chances for unemployed workers to return to employment and accumulate human capital.

It is a quantitative question whether in the end aggregate human capital will be higher in

this counterfactual economy than in the baseline one.

When firm productivity persistence is higher, firms’ optimal size become more pre-

dictable over longer time horizons. Consequently, firms’ option value of building their

workforce gradually reduces and they tend to reach more quickly their optimal size (Schaal,

2017). Thus, the trade-off between raising human capital in house and recruiting on the

market is affected. On one side, a more predictable size implies firms can better plan their

future human capital needs and assemble current teams in that view. On the other side, if

labor market frictions are not particularly high, firms will find advantageous of neglecting

the in-house human capital accumulation process and jump faster to their optimal size and

composition via recruiting on the market. Again, which of the two forces will prevail in

equilibrium is a quantitative matter.

Finally, when σε reduces there is less uncertainty about future productivity shocks and

the same arguments from the previous paragraph about increased persistence apply. In

addition, the firm size distribution will be less dispersed and workforce composition demand

will be more similar across firms. As a result of a more similar workforce across firms,

the expectation is that aggregate human capital becomes lower. Intuitively, when workers

upgrade their human capital they are more likely to change employer. However, a less diverse

firms’ landscape slows down job-to-job dynamism and ultimately reduces the incentive for

workers of accumulating human capital. Notice that the effects of reduced dynamism will

be partially mitigated in equilibrium as compensating differentials (like those in figure 3.4)

also become flatter.
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3.5 Conclusions

In this work, I propose a novel link between coworker learning and firm dynamics. To study

coworker learning, one needs to account for endogenous selection of workers into cowork-

ers’ characteristics and I do so by developing a theory of firm dynamic labor demand. I

argue that this theory is better suited in accounting for endogenous selection into coworkers

than previous structural work that only allows for workers to match into pairs (Herkenhoff

et al., 2018). By letting workers form larger teams, the model avoids to impose a mechan-

ical trade-off between producing with similar individuals or fostering future human capital

accumulation.

A second reason to link coworker learning with firm dynamics comes from the docu-

mented heterogeneity in predicted coworker spillovers by firm size and growth class. Not

only firm dynamics helps to account for endogenous workforce selection, but in doing so it

also highlights the relevance of firm heterogeneity in providing learning opportunities.

I acknowledge that the observations made so far have an important caveat. Since the

model is not properly estimated, the magnitudes of my analysis are likely different from those

in the data. A more serious estimation exercise via simulated method of moments is required

to gain more confidence in quantifying the various aspects of the model. Moreover, a full-

fledged estimation would also allow to quantitatively assess the counterfactual predictions

from section 3.4 and, eventually, derive policy recommendations to foster human capital

accumulation in the economy.
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Appendix

A Chapter 1 appendix

A.1 PAM & NAM

If not interested in the derivation of the general formulation, directly jump to equation

(A.11) to see the specific formulation for the model in section 1.2.

Conditions for PAM with uni-dimensional capital investment Consider the pro-

duction function:

F̃ (x, y, u, s) = max
k

F (x, y, u, s, k)− ik (A.1)

and assume that F is twice differentiable; convex in u, s, and k; and displays CRS in u, s,

and k (so that F̃ has CRS in s and u). Problem (A.1) can be rewritten by explicitly solving

the maximization problem, that is:

F̃ (x, y, u, s) = F (x, y, u, s, k∗)− ik∗ (A.2)

where k∗ depends on (x, y, u, s) and solves the FOC48:

Fk(x, y, u, s, k
∗(x, y, u, s)) = i (A.3)

Calculating the gradient of k∗ will be useful for further simplifications below, by applying

the implicit function theorem, we have:[
∂k∗

∂x
,
∂k∗

∂y
,
∂k∗

∂u
,
∂k∗

∂s

]
=

[
−Fxk

Fkk
,−Fyk

Fkk
,−Fuk

Fkk
,−Fsk

Fkk

]
(A.4)

We know from Eeckhout and Kircher (2018) that PAM arises if and only if:

F̃xyF̃us > F̃xsF̃yu (A.5)

48The SOC is automatically fulfilled when assuming F in concave in k, i.e. Fkk < 0; where the lower
index denotes a derivative, for instance Fk = ∂F

∂k
.
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using the formulation in (A.2), the second derivatives in (A.5) can be rewritten as:

[Fxy, Fus, Fxs, Fyu] =

[
Fxy + Fxk

∂k∗

∂y
, Fus + Fuk

∂k∗

∂s
, Fxs + Fsk

∂k∗

∂x
, Fyu + Fyk

∂k∗

∂u

]
(A.6)

substituting (A.4) into (A.6) and then replacing the terms in (A.5), the PAM condition

becomes(
Fxy −

FxkFyk

Fkk

)(
Fus −

FukFsk

Fkk

)
>

(
Fxs −

FxkFsk

Fkk

)(
Fyu − FykFuk

Fkk

)
(A.7)

Multiply both sides of (A.7) by Fkk (notice that one needs to revert the sign of the inequality

because Fkk < 0) and simplify to get:

FxyFusFkk − FxyFukFsk − FxkFykFus

< FxsFyuFkk − FxsFykFuk − FxkFyuFsk

(A.8)

Conditions for PAM with n-dimensional capital investment Following the same

steps as before, one can show PAM will occur only if49Fxy −
n∑

j=1

FxkjFykj

Fkjkj

Fus −
n∑

j=1

FukjFskj

Fkjkj

 >

Fxs −
n∑

j=1

FxkjFskj

Fkjkj

Fyu −
n∑

j=1

FykjFukj

Fkjkj

 (A.9)

or equivalently, after simplifying and multiplying both sides by
∏n

j=1 Fkk:

FxyFus

 n∏
j=1

Fkjkj

− Fxy

 n∑
j=1

∏
m ̸=j

Fkmkm

Fukj
Fskj


−Fus

 n∑
j=1

∏
m ̸=j

Fkmkm

Fxkj
Fykj


+

n∑
j=1

∑
m̸=j

 ∏
p ̸=j,m

Fkpkp

Fukm
Fskm

Fxkj
Fykj

 ≷

FxsFyu

 n∏
j=1

Fkjkj

− Fxs

 n∑
j=1

∏
m̸=j

Fkmkm

Fykj
Fukj


−Fyu

 n∑
j=1

∏
m̸=j

Fkmkm

Fxkj
Fskj


+

n∑
j=1

∑
m̸=j

 ∏
p ̸=j,m

Fkpkp

Fykm
Fukm

Fxkj
Fskj



(A.10)

49Under the assumption that the n × n matrix of second derivatives with respect to k1, . . . , kn of
F (x, y, u, s, k1, . . . , kn) is negative definite.
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where the inequality sign ≷ is “smaller than” if
∏n

j=1 Fkk < 0, and “greater than” if∏n
j=1 Fkk > 0.

Conditions for PAM in the model of section 1.2 Using the same notation as in

section 1.2, formulation (A.10) in case of PAM becomes:

FxyFbwFkkFee − FxyFbkFwkFee − FxyFbeFweFkk − FxkFykFbwFee − FxeFyeFbwFkk >

FxwFybFkkFee − FxwFykFbkFee − FxwFyeFbeFkk − FxkFybFwkFee − FxeFybFweFkk

(A.11)

and will have the reversed sign for the case of NAM.50

A.2 Other results on Wage Dispersion

Let us compare economy A with economy B. Let us resume with the case described in main

text section 1.2.3 in assuming the only difference between the economies is iq,B < ie,A.

This implies the direct effect on total wage dispersion is absent. We briefly discuss how to

relax this at the end of this appendix. Let us now focus on providing analytical expressions

for the compositional effect and for the two types of indirect effects, namely worker-capital

complementarities and worker-teammates complementarity. Each of these effects will be

describe below. Please refer to table 1.1 as a reference scheme.

The variation in wage dispersion from economy A to economy B is σ2
B − σ2

A which can

be further decomposed into changes in dispersion within and between teams.

σ2
B − σ2

A =WB −WA +BB −BA. (A.12)

1. Within component decomposition Exploiting the decomposition in (1.10), we can

write:

WB −WA =

∫ x̄

x
¯

σ2
B(x)− σ2

A(x)dSW(µ(x)) =

∫ x̄

x
¯

WBA(x)dSW(µ(x)) (A.13)

where WBA(x) represents the change in within team inequality for a blue-collar of type

x as defined in (1.7). Clearly, the team composition of an x-type in economy A and B

does not need to be the same . Denote with {µi(x), θi(x), ki(x), qi(x)} the team of x in

economy i ∈ {A,B}. Similarly, ωu
i (x) and ωs

i (x) denote the wage of the blue-collar and

his white-collar teammate in the two economies. Let us define x′ = µ−1
B (µA(x)) as the

blue-collar worker from economy B who is teamed up with y = µA(x) in economy A,

and x′′ = µ−1
A (µB(x)) as the blue-collar worker from economy B who is teamed up with

50Notice that the last term on both the LHS and RHS of (A.10) does not appear when there are less than
three capital inputs.
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y′ = µB(x) in economy A. We can write:51

WBA(x) = [ωs
B(x)− ωu

B(x)]
2 θB(x)

θB(x) + 1
− [ωs

A(x)− ωu
A(x)]

2 θA(x)

θA(x) + 1

=

[
[ωs

B(x)− ωu
B(x)]

2 θB(x)

θB(x) + 1
− [ωs

B(x
′)− ωu

B(x)]
2 θA(x)

θA(x) + 1

]
/2

}
variation due to changing allocation

(at economy B’s wages)

+

[
[ωs

A(x
′′)− ωu

A(x)]
2 θB(x)

θB(x) + 1
− [ωs

A(x)− ωu
A(x)]

2 θA(x)

θA(x) + 1

]
/2

}
variation due to changing allocation

(at economy A’s wages)

+

[
[ωs

B(x)− ωu
B(x)]

2 θB(x)

θB(x) + 1
− [ωs

A(x
′′)− ωu

A(x)]
2 θB(x)

θB(x) + 1

]
/2

}
variation due to changing wages

(at economy B’s allocation)

+

[
[ωs

B(x
′)− ωu

B(x)]
2 θA(x)

θA(x) + 1
− [ωs

A(x)− ωu
A(x)]

2 θA(x)

θA(x) + 1

]
/2,

}
variation due to changing wages

(at economy A’s allocation)

(A.14)

where the first two lines are changes attributable to team allocation (i.e. compositional

effect) and the last two lines are changes attributable to wages (i.e. indirect effect, mixed

for capital deepening and teammates complementarities). In particular, the compositional

effect is the average between the effect of changes in team allocation at wages of economy B

(first line) and wages in economy A (second line). Notice that if a particular x is assigned

to the exact same µ(x) and θ(x) in both economies, then the first two lines will be equal to

zero. The indirect effect is the average of changes in wage dispersion at economy B team

allocation (third line), and economy A (last line). To prove this decomposition —and for

all the next ones others— is sufficient to add and subtract terms with the same color.

2. Between component decomposition Exploiting the decomposition in (1.10), we

can write:

BB−BA =

∫ x̄

x
¯

[ωB(x)− ωB ]
2
(θB(x)+1)−[ωA(x)− ωA]

2
(θA(x)+1)dSW(µ(x)) =

∫ x̄

x
¯

BBA(x)dSW(µ(x))

(A.15)

where ωi and ωi(x) are the economy-wide and x-team average wage in economy i = A,B

as defined in (1.6) and (1.8), respectively. Let us define again x′ = µ−1
B (µA(x)) as the blue-

collar worker from economy B who is teamed up with y = µA(x) in economy A, and x′′ =

µ−1
A (µB(x)) as the blue-collar worker from economy B who is teamed up with y′ = µB(x)

in economy A. For instance, given x, we have ωs
B(x

′) = fs(x
′, µA(x), θB(x

′), kB(x
′), qB(x

′)).

51Denote with µ−1 the inverse of µ this inverse is a.e. defined (Eeckhout and Kircher, 2018).
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We can write:

BBA(x) =

[
θB(x)ωu

B(x) + ωs
B(x)

θB(x) + 1
− ωB

]2
(θB(x) + 1)−

[
θA(x)ωu

A(x) + ωs
A(x)

θA(x) + 1
− ωA

]2
(θA(x) + 1)

=

[[
θB(x)ωu

B(x) + ωs
B(x)

θB(x) + 1
− ωB

]2
(θB(x) + 1)−

[
θA(x)ωu

B(x) + ωs
B(x′)

θA(x) + 1
− ωB

]2
(θA(x) + 1)

]
/2

}
variation due to changing allocation

(at economy B’s wages)

+

[[
θB(x)ωu

A(x) + ωs
A(x′′)

θB(x) + 1
− ωA

]2
(θB(x) + 1)−

[
θA(x)ωu

A(x) + ωs
A(x)

θA(x) + 1
− ωA

]2
(θA(x) + 1)

]
/2

}
variation due to changing allocation

(at economy A’s wages)

+

[[
θB(x)ωu

B(x) + ωs
B(x)

θB(x) + 1
− ωB

]2
(θB(x) + 1)−

[
θB(x)ωu

A(x) + ωs
A(x′′)

θB(x) + 1
− ωA

]2
(θB(x) + 1)

]
/2

}
variation due to changing wages

(at economy B’s allocation)

+

[[
θA(x)ωu

B(x) + ωs
B(x′)

θA(x) + 1
− ωB

]2
(θA(x) + 1)−

[
θA(x)ωu

A(x) + ωs
A(x)

θA(x) + 1
− ωA

]2
(θA(x) + 1)

]
/2,

}
variation due to changing wages

(at economy B’s allocation)

(A.16)

where the first two lines are changes attributable to team allocation (i.e. compositional

effect) and the last two lines are changes attributable to wages (i.e. indirect effect, mixed

for capital deepening and teammates complementarities).

By definition, the sum of compositional effect within and between firms is zero. In

formulas, integrating in x the first two components in (A.14) summed up with the first two

lines in (A.16) gives zero. This is the case because just varying the composition of teams from

economy A to B, holding fixed wages, does not affect total wage dispersion. Therefore, the

variation due to changing allocations at constant wages only affects the relative contribution

of between and within team dispersion, but not total dispersion. This is the compositional

effect. We now turn our attention in further decomposing the indirect effect in the worker-

capital complementarity and worker-teammates complementarity components.

3. Decompose the indirect effect for the within component Changes in wages

reflect changes in the marginal product of workers. There is no change in the primitives of

the production function, so the marginal product variation from economy A to B can be

decomposed into two components only: the change in the complementarities with capital

(how much k and q there are per worker) and the change in the complementarities with

teammates (how many colleagues θ and of which quality µ there are).

To formally derive how to decompose the indirect effect, recall that wages in equilibrium

are equal to marginal products, i.e. wj(x) = fj(x, µ(x), θ(x), k(x), q(x)) for j = u, s, respec-

tively, for a blue and white-collar worker of type {x, µ(x)}. Consider the third line in (A.14)

and notice that the colored two terms only differ on the square difference of wages (it can
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be done an equivalent decomposition also for the fourth line of A.14). Thus, we can write:

[ωs
B(x)− ωu

B ]
2 − [ωs

A(x
′′)− ωu

A]
2
=

[fs(x, µB(x), θB(x), kB(x), qB(x))− fu(x, µB(x), θB(x), kB(x), qB(x))]
2

− [fs(x
′′, µB(x), θA(x

′′), kA(x
′′), eA(x

′′))− fu(x, µA(x), θA(x), kA(x), qA(x))]
2
=

[fs(x, µB(x), θB(x), kB(x), qB(x))− fu(x, µB(x), θB(x), kB(x), qB(x))]
2

−[fs(x, µB(x), θB(x), kA(x), qA(x)))− fu(x, µB(x), θB(x), kA(x), qA(x))]
2

/
2

}
variation due to changing capital
(at economy B”s teammates)

+[fs(x
′′, µB(x), θA(x

′′), kB(x
′′), eB(x

′′))− fu(x, µA(x), θA(x), kB(x), qB(x))]
2

−[fs(x
′′, µB(x), θA(x

′′), kA(x
′′), eA(x

′′))− fu(x, µA(x), θA(x), kA(x), qA(x))]
2

/
2

}
variation due to changing capital
(at economy A”s teammates)

+[fs(x, µB(x), θB(x), kB(x), qB(x))− fu(x, µB(x), θB(x), kB(x), qB(x))]
2

−[fs(x
′′, µB(x), θA(x

′′), kB(x
′′), eB(x

′′))− fu(x, µA(x), θA(x), kB(x), qB(x))]
2

/
2

}
variation due to changing teammates

(at economy B”s capital)

+[fs(x, µB(x), θB(x), kA(x), qA(x)))− fu(x, µB(x), θB(x), kA(x), qA(x))]
2

−[fs(x
′′, µB(x), θA(x

′′), kA(x
′′), eA(x

′′))− fu(x, µA(x), θA(x), kA(x), qA(x))]
2

/
2

}
variation due to changing teammates

(at economy A”s capital)

.

(A.17)

The expression in (A.17) provides a way to decompose the difference from economy A to

economy B of the squared wage difference between a white-collar µB(x) and a blue-collar

x. This difference can partly be attributed to changes in the marginal returns to labor

due to worker-capital complementarities (the first two blocks in A.17, capital deepening

complementarities). For the remaining part, this difference is explained by changes in the

marginal returns to labor due to worker-teammates complementarities (the last two block

in A.17, teammates complementarities).

Let us compute the equivalent decomposition also for the last line in (A.14). In other

words, let us provide a decomposition for the difference from economy A to economy B of

the squared wage difference between a white-collar µA(x) and a blue-collar x. We have:

[ωs
B(x

′)− ωu
B(x)]

2 − [ωs
A(x)− ωu

A(x)]
2
=

[fs(x
′, µA(x), θB(x

′), kB(x
′), eB(x

′))− fu(x, µB(x), θB(x), kB(x), qB(x))]
2

− [fs(x, µA(x), θA(x), kA(x), qB(x))− fu(x, µA(x), θA(x), kA(x), qB(x))]
2

[fs(x
′, µA(x), θB(x

′), kB(x
′), qB(x

′))− fu(x, µB(x), θB(x), kB(x), qB(x))]
2

−[fs(x
′, µA(x), θB(x

′), kA(x
′), qA(x

′))− fu(x, µB(x), θB(x), kA(x), qA(x))]
2

/
2

}
variation due to changing capital

(at economy B’s teammates)

+[fs(x, µA(x), θA(x), kB(x), qB(x))− fu(x, µA(x), θA(x), kB(x), qB(x))]
2

−[fs(x, µA(x), θA(x), kA(x), qA(x))− fu(x, µA(x), θA(x), kA(x), qA(x))]
2

/
2

}
variation due to changing capital

(at economy A’s teammates)

+[fs(x
′, µA(x), θB(x

′), kB(x
′), qB(x

′))− fu(x, µB(x), θB(x), kB(x), qB(x))]
2

−[fs(x, µA(x), θA(x), kB(x), qB(x))− fu(x, µA(x), θA(x), kB(x), qB(x))]
2

/
2

}
variation due to changing teammates

(at economy B’s capital)

+[fs(x
′, µA(x), θB(x

′), kA(x
′), qA(x

′))− fu(x, µB(x), θB(x), kA(x), qA(x))]
2

−[fs(x, µA(x), θA(x), kA(x), qA(x))− fu(x, µA(x), θA(x), kA(x), qA(x))]
2

/
2

}
variation due to changing teammates

(at economy A’s capital)

.

(A.18)

The expression in (A.18) provides a way to decompose the difference from economy A to

economy B of the squared wage difference between a white-collar µA(x) and a blue-collar
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x. This difference can partly be attributed to changes in the marginal returns to labor

due to worker-capital complementarities (the first two blocks in A.18, capital deepening

complementarities). For the remaining part, this difference is explained by changes in the

marginal returns to labor due to worker-teammates complementarities (the last two block

in A.18, teammates complementarities).

4. Decompose the indirect effect for the between component Just as in the

previous paragraph, the marginal product change from economy A to B can be further

decomposed into two components: the change in the complementarities with capital (how

much k and q there are per worker) and the change in the complementarities with teammates

(how many colleagues θ and of which quality µ there are).

To formally derive such a decomposition, define ωi,qj ,kj
as the economy-wide average

wage prevailing in an economy with allocation as in economy i ∈ {A,B} but with capital

investment decision as in economy j ̸= i. Consider the third line in (A.16) and notice that

the two terms only differ on the square difference of wages (it can be done an equivalent

decomposition also for the fourth line of A.16). So we can write as follows:[
θB(x)ω

u
B(x) + ωs

B(x)

θB(x) + 1
− ωB

]2
−
[
θB(x)ω

u
A(x) + ωs

A(x
′′)

θB(x) + 1
− ωA

]2
=

[
θB(x)fb(x, µB(x), θB(x), kB(x), qB(x)) + fs(µB(x), θB(x), kB(x), qB(x))

θB(x) + 1
− ωB

]2
−
[
θB(x)fb(x, µA(x), θA(x), kA(x), qA(x)) + fs(x

′′, µB(x), θA(x
′′), kA(x

′′), qA(x
′′))

θB(x) + 1
− ωA

]2

=

[
θB(x)fb(x,µB(x),θB(x),kB(x),qB(x))+fs(µB(x),θB(x),kB(x),qB(x))

θB(x)+1 − ωB

]2
−
[
θB(x)fb(x,µB(x),θB(x),kA(x),qA(x))+fs(µB(x),θB(x),kA(x),qA(x))

θB(x)+1 − ωB,kA,qA

]2
/

2

}
variation due to
changing capital

(at economy
B’s teammates)

+
[
θB(x)fb(x,µA(x),θA(x),kB(x),qB(x))+fs(x

′′,µB(x),θA(x′′),kB(x′′),qB(x′′))
θB(x)+1 − ωA,kB ,qB

]2
−
[
θB(x)fb(x,µA(x),θA(x),kA(x),qA(x))+fs(x

′′,µB(x),θA(x′′),kA(x′′),qA(x′′))
θB(x)+1 − ωA

]2
/

2

}
variation due to
changing capital

(at economy
A’s teammates)

+
[
θB(x)fb(x,µB(x),θB(x),kB(x),qB(x))+fs(µB(x),θB(x),kB(x),qB(x))

θB(x)+1 − ωB

]2
−
[
θB(x)fb(x,µA(x),θA(x),kB(x),qB(x))+fs(x

′′,µB(x),θA(x′′),kB(x′′),qB(x′′))
θB(x)+1 − ωA,kB ,qB

]2
/

2

}
variation due to

changing teammates
(at economy
B’s capital)

+
[
θB(x)fb(x,µB(x),θB(x),kA(x),qA(x))+fs(µB(x),θB(x),kA(x),qA(x))

θB(x)+1 − ωB,kA,qA

]2
−
[
θB(x)fb(x,µA(x),θA(x),kA(x),qA(x))+fs(x

′′,µB(x),θA(x′′),kA(x′′),qA(x′′))
θB(x)+1 − ωA

]2
/

2

}
variation due to

changing teammates
(at economy
A’s capital)

,

(A.19)

so the first two components in (A.19) account for changes in worker-capital complementar-

ities in affecting the difference between economy B and economy A in the squared deviation

of average wage of team (x, µB(x)) with respect to the average wage of the economy (cap-

ital deepening complementarities). The last two components account for the effect due to

changing worker-teammate complementarities (teammates complementarities).

We can perform a similar decomposition also for the difference in the fourth line of
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(A.16):[
θA(x)ω

u
B(x) + ωs

B(x
′)

θA(x) + 1
− ωB

]2
−
[
θA(x)ω

u
A(x) + ωs

A(x)

θA(x) + 1
− ωA

]2
=

[
θA(x)fu(x, µB(x), θB(x), kB(x), qB(x)) + fs(x

′, µB(x), θB(x
′), kB(x

′), qB(x
′))

θA(x) + 1
− ωB

]2
−
[
θA(x)fu(x, µA(x), θA(x), kA(x), qA(x)) + fs(x, µA(x), θA(x), kA(x), qA(x))

θA(x) + 1
− ωA

]2

=

[
θA(x)fu(x,µB(x),θB(x),kB(x),qB(x))+fs(x

′,µB(x),θB(x′),kB(x′),qB(x′))
θA(x)+1 − ωB

]2
−
[
θA(x)fu(x,µB(x),θB(x),kA(x),qA(x))+fs(x

′,µB(x),θB(x′),kA(x′),qA(x′))
θA(x)+1 − ωB,kA,qA

]2
/

2

}
variation due to
changing capital

(at economy
B’s teammates)

+
[
θA(x)fu(x,µA(x),θA(x),kB(x),qB(x))+fs(x,µA(x),θA(x),kB(x),qB(x))

θA(x)+1 − ωA,kB ,qB

]2
−
[
θA(x)fu(x,µA(x),θA(x),kA(x),qA(x))+fs(x,µA(x),θA(x),kA(x),qA(x))

θA(x)+1 − ωA

]2
/

2

}
variation due to
changing capital

(at economy
A’s teammates)

+
[
θA(x)fu(x,µB(x),θB(x),kB(x),qB(x))+fs(x

′,µB(x),θB(x′),kB(x′),qB(x′))
θA(x)+1 − ωB

]2
−
[
θA(x)fu(x,µA(x),θA(x),kB(x),qB(x))+fs(x,µA(x),θA(x),kB(x),qB(x))

θA(x)+1 − ωA,kB ,qB

]2
/

2

}
variation due to

changing teammates
(at economy
B’s capital)

+
[
θA(x)fu(x,µB(x),θB(x),kA(x),qA(x))+fs(x

′,µB(x),θB(x′),kA(x′),qA(x′))
θA(x)+1 − ωB,kA,qA

]2
−
[
θA(x)fu(x,µA(x),θA(x),kA(x),qA(x))+fs(x,µA(x),θA(x),kA(x),qA(x))

θA(x)+1 − ωA

]2
/

2

}
variation due to

changing teammates
(at economy
A’s capital)

,

(A.20)

so the first two components in (A.20) account for changes in worker-capital complementar-

ities in affecting the difference between economy B and economy A in the squared deviation

of average wage of team (x, µB(x)) with respect to the average wage of the economy (cap-

ital deepening complementarities). The last two components account for the effect due to

changing worker-teammate complementarities (teammates complementarities).

5. A discussion on direct effect decomposition In our terminology, there is a direct

effect whenever economy A and B differ in terms of the production function parameters or

in the generalized distributions of U and S. More specifically, in the latter case, a difference

can occur in the total mass of workers, in the support of the distributions, or in the pdf s.

In the case of a change in the parameters of the production function, the decomposition

extension is relatively straightforward. It is sufficient, for instance in last formula (A.20), to

divide by 4 instead of 2 and consider twice as many variations. In particular, each variation

computed in (A.20) should be evaluated twice, once using the marginal product function

with parameters from economy A and one from economy B.

The decomposition for a change in the generalized CDFs is more controversial as there are

possible alternative decompositions. One possibility is integrating the formulas above in x

only for the CDFs overlap between economy A and B. Any left-out measure of workers would

be directly attributable to difference in the labor supply. A second possibility is mapping the

two CDFs one into the other through a ranking measure. In this case, the integration can be

performed using the ranking measure directly and any difference between the decomposition

based on this measure and the original CDFs can be attributed to differences in the labor

supply. We leave the exploration of these alternative possibilities for future work.
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Descriptive statistics for the whole population, the unbalanced and the balanced sample

1998 2001
All Baseline All Baseline

Number of firms 11,530 2,693 11,697 3,580
Number of workers 293,496 114,471 299,124 154,351
Number of equivalent workersa 254,784 100,857 258,443 135,483

% blue-collars 69.72 70.41 79.27 68.47

Firm size
22.097
(83.599)

37.452
(84.927)

22.094
(74.328)

37.845
(109.429)

Blue-white collars ratio
4.440
(5.932)

4.023
(4.752)

4.391
(5.692)

3.972
(4.480)

ln(Tangible assets per white-collar)b
4.468
(1.218)

4.493
(1.276)

ln(Intangible assets per white-collar)b
1.676
(1.432)

1.920
(1.511)

Average ln(daily wage)
4.606
(0.246)

4.685
(0.203)

4.632
(0.201)

4.704
(0.177)

Wage std. per firm
0.205
(0.133)

0.239
(0.114)

0.216
(0.129)

0.250
(0.111)

Total wage variancec,d 100.0 100.0 88.5 107.95
% within firms 22.36 45.12 27.45 49.57
% between firms 77.64 54.88 72.55 50.43

Raw total wage variancec 100.0 100.0 89.28 100.68
% within firms 55.49 73.48 61.48 78.11
% between firms 44.51 26.52 38.52 21.89

Table A.1: Standard deviation in parenthesis. All monetary values are in 2003 euro. a: Total number
of days worked divided by 360; all the statistics except for the first two lines are weighted for firm size as
measured by equivalent employees. b: not available since most of the firms in “All” do not report assets.
c: Total wage variance in 1998 is normalized to 100 and total wage variance in 2001 is normalized to the
labor force number of 1998. Wage variance decomposition is reported after substituting individual wages
with the average wage in the respective firm-occupation cell. d: Wage variance decomposition is reported
after substituting individual wages with the average wage in the respective firm-occupation cell.

A.3 Additional data information

In addition to what reported in section 1.3.1, we also drop as outliers those firms reporting:

a) a white-blue-collar ratio (expressed in equivalent workers) below 0.01 or above 100; b)

with an average daily wage above 300; c) with tangible assets and intangible assets per white

worker, respectively, above 2 million euro or 0.8 million euro.

In table A.1 we report a set of descriptive statistics for the whole dataset of firm (columns

“all”), including outliers and those firms not reporting their assets for either 1997 or 2001.

The baseline sample is not representative of the universe of active firms as average firm size

is almost double. However, average daily wage and wage standard deviation per firm are

only marginally larger for the baseline sample. The most remarkable difference is in the

total wage variance as in the universe of firms decreases about 11% while for our baseline

sample is increasing. While the baseline sample total variance increase is mainly due to

changes in the within firm component, the decrease in the firm universe total variance is

mainly attributable to a sharp reduction in the dispersion across firms (from .082 to .067).

The role of the within firm component of inequality is mechanically larger in the case of
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Additional correlations

1998 2001
data model data model

corr(θ, ω) -0.324 -0.940 -0.403 -0.945
corr(θ, σ) -0.246 -0.920 -0.335 -0.926
corr(θ, k) 0.282 -0.885 0.250 -0.892
corr(θ, q) 0.065 -0.939 -0.009a -0.951
corr(ω, σ) 0.121 0.998 0.315 0.998
corr(ω, k) -0.006a 0.991 0.056 0.991
corr(ω, q) 0.060 1.000 -0.052 1.000
corr(σ, k) 0.063 0.997 0.046 0.997
corr(σ, q) 0.246 0.999 0.276 0.997
corr(k, q) 0.245 0.991 0.253 0.988

Table A.2: ω is the average log wage per firm; σ is the firm wage dispersion; θ is the firm ratio be-
tween blue- and white-collar workers (in equivalent units); k is the log of structures (tangible assets in the
data) per equivalent white-collar worker in the firm; q is the log of equipment (intangible assets in the
data) per equivalent white-collar worker in the firm. The data coefficients are for the cross-section years
reported on the headings of the table. The model counterpart coefficients are calculated for the functions
{ω(x), σ(x), θ(x), k(x), e(x)} when solving for the model specifications reported in table 1.3. The data mo-
ments are computed weighting firms by their employment equivalent size. a: Not significant at the 0.1 level.

the raw total wage variance, because it also includes dispersion within the firm-occupation

cell.

A.4 Additional calibration information

We calibrate our parameters trying to match the moments from table 1.4. However, the rich

heterogeneity present in the model also allows us to compare to other data moments. Tables

A.2 and A.3 compare, respectively, the model correlations and percentiles of {θ, ω, σ, k, e}
with the data.
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Comparison of data and simulation percentiles

mean s.d. p10 p25 p50 p75 p90

Percentiles for 1998

ω : Average wage within firm
data 4.685 0.203 4.477 4.576 4.685 4.794 4.898
model 4.703 0.038 4.652 4.671 4.702 4.735 4.755

σ : Std. of wages within firm
data 0.239 0.114 0.114 0.161 0.225 0.301 0.375
model 0.235 0.062 0.148 0.182 0.236 0.288 0.319

θ : Blue - White collars ratio
data 4.023 4.752 0.553 1.304 2.802 4.889 8.589
model 4.000 0.052 3.916 3.965 4.022 4.044 4.048

k : Capital structure intensitya

data 4.468 1.218 2.807 3.634 4.541 5.352 5.989
model 4.463 0.028 4.422 4.441 4.467 4.488 4.498

q : Capital equipment intensitya

data 1.676 1.432 -0.082 0.693 1.631 2.639 3.584
model 3.584 0.010 3.570 3.575 3.584 3.592 3.598

Percentiles for 2001

ω : Average wage within firm
data 4.704 0.177 4.489 4.580 4.698 4.814 4.930
model 4.703 0.038 4.652 4.671 4.702 4.795 4.755

σ : Std. of wages within firm
data 0.250 0.111 0.117 0.168 0.236 0.316 0.399
model 0.235 0.062 0.148 0.182 0.236 0.288 0.319

θ : Blue - White collars ratio
data 3.972 4.480 0.541 1.268 2.776 5.000 8.565
model 4.000 0.053 3.913 3.637 4.022 4.047 4.050

k : Capital structure intensitya

data 4.493 1.276 2.772 3.625 4.594 5.425 6.081
model 4.464 0.028 4.424 4.442 4.679 4.489 4.499

q : Capital equipment intensitya

data 1.920 1.511 0.000 0.821 1.872 2.944 3.928
model 3.650 0.007 3.640 3.644 3.650 3.656 3.661

Table A.3: Data and simulated percentiles and mean for a set of variables. a: intensity is defined as the
log of thousand euros of capital per one unit equivalent of white-collar worker.
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B Chapter 2 appendix

B.1 Proof of proposition 2.1

We simplify the economy presented in section 2.3.1 in assuming production takes place in

teams of workers only, without a frim y input. This semplication is for sake of clarity

as results go through identically in the presence of y but calculations are more involved.

The simplified economy reads as follows. Male workers are indexed in xM and distributed

according to the pdf hM , while female are indexed in xF and distributed over hF . A team

of type xM workers matches with a team of xF workers, they produce, sell and split the

profits. The problem of the female worker type xF is therefore:

max
{xM ,lF ,lM}

F (xF , xM , lF , lM )− (τa + τmwF (xF ))lF − wM (xM )lM . (B.1)

where F display constant returns to scale in {lF , lM}. Therefore the xM problem can equiva-

lently be re-written using an intensity unit production function f(xF , xM , θ) = 1/lMF (xF , xM , lF /lM , 1),

with θ denoting the ratio of women to men in the firm. The simplified problem is:

max
{xF ,θ}

f(xF , xM , θ)− wM (xM )θ. (B.2)

In equilibrium, all firms chose policies that solve that problem subject to the feasibility or

market clearing constraint: ∫ x̄M

µ(xF )

hM (s)ds =

∫ x̄F

xF

hF (s)ds, (B.3)

where µM denotes the optimal hiring policy in quality of worker type xM .

Taking the first order conditions of (B.2) we obtain

fxF
= τm · w′

F (xF ) θ(xF )

fθ = τa + τm · wF (xF ).

Total differentiate the second FOC in xF :

fxF θ + fyθµ
′(xF ) + fθθθ

′(xF ) = τm · w′
F (xF ),

and substituting from the first order condition we get

fxF θ + fyθµ
′(xF ) + fθθθ

′(xF ) = τm · fxF

τm · θ(xF )
=

fxF

θ(xF )
, (B.4)

which does not depend on τm and τa. Consequently, it is possible to follow Eeckhout and

Kircher (2018) in deriving the differential equations for determining equilibrium without

need to refer to τm or τa.

Notice that (B.4) needs to hold for the whole domain of xF if all women are employed.

However, supposing that bottom xF are not employed because their opportunity cost from

home production is too high (a high value for τa), than the boundary condition associated
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to (B.3) also changes (see footnote 13 in Eeckhout and Kircher 2018) and this affect the

domain where (B.4) needs to be verified. Thus, the equilibrium µ and θ for paritcipanting

types in xF is also affected.
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C Chapter 3 appendix

C.1 Walras’ Law

In this section I show that market clearing conditions and stationary unemployment are

linearly dependent. In other words, we need to substitute one of these condition with the

population feasibility constraint in order to find the equilibrium masses of entrant firms and

unemployed workers. This linear dependency implies that the equilibrium mass of entry m⃗e

and unemployment by human capital type are unique.

Job accounting per type of entrant firm Denote with η ∈ {1, . . . ,H} the “dynasty”

of firms that in their period of entry only hired workers with human capital of type η.

Denote with a ∈ N the age of a firm and with (z, n⃗) its productivity-workforce state space.

The distribution gη(z, n⃗, a) can be described either at stage B or stage C according to

the following recursive laws of motion:

gBη (z, n⃗, 0) = πe(z)1{0 == n⃗} (C.1)

gCη (z, n⃗, 0) = πe(z)(1− de(z))1{n⃗e == n⃗} (C.2)

gBη (z′, n⃗, a) =
∑
z

πz(z
′|z)gCη (z, n⃗, a− 1) (C.3)

gCη (z
′, n⃗′, a) =

∑
z,n⃗

πz(z
′|z)gCη (z, n⃗, a− 1)(1− di(z

′, n⃗)1{n⃗′(z′, n⃗) == n⃗′} (C.4)

As long as there are no immortal firms (a sufficient condition is δ0 > 0), it must be the case

that ∀η the total mass of jobs created is equal to the mass of job separations (quits + layoffs

& mass layoffs + deaths). One can formalize the intuition above in formulas and write:

JCη(k) =
∑
z

[
gCη (z, n⃗, 0)ne,k(z)

]
+
∑
a>0

∑
z′,z,n⃗

gBη (z, n⃗, a) [ni,k(z
′, n⃗)(1− di(z

′, n⃗))]

 (C.5)

JQη(k) = s0
∑
a>0

∑
z′,z,n⃗

gBη (z, n⃗, a)

[
H∑

m=1

nmπw(k|m; n⃗)

]
[λp(θ(xw(k, z

′, n⃗), k))(1− τi(k, z
′, n⃗))(1− di(z

′, n⃗))]


(C.6)

JLη(k) = s0
∑
a>0

∑
z′,z,n⃗

gBη (z, n⃗, a)

[
H∑

m=1

nmπw(k|m; n⃗)

]
[di(z

′, n⃗) + τi(k, z
′, n⃗)(1− di(z

′, n⃗))]


(C.7)

Dη(k)= (1− s0)
∑
a>0

∑
z′,z,n⃗

gBη (z, n⃗, a)

[
H∑

m=1

nmπw(k|m; n⃗)

]
[(1− λp(θ(xw(k, z

′, n⃗), k)))(1− τi(k, z
′, n⃗))(1− di(z

′, n⃗))]


(C.8)

where the following holds:∑
k

JCη(k)− JQη(k)− JLη(k)−Dη(k) = 0. (C.9)
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Unemployment and life-cycle accounting Denote with k ∈ {1, . . . ,H} the unem-

ployed workers with human capital in grid point h. For brevity, set the job finding proba-

bility of an unemployed worker of type h to JFu(k) = p(θ(xu(k), k). Stationarity requires

that the inflows and outflows from unemployment are identical. Denote with mη the mass

of entrant firms of type η. We can write:

u(k) = [1− JFu(k)]

(
(1− s0)π0(k) + s0

H∑
m=1

πu(k|m)u(m)

)
+
∑
η

JLη(k)mη (C.10)

Notice worker population is stationary across human capital types, but it does not need to

be balanced by human capital class. In other words, we can write:

(1− s0) = (1− s0)
∑
k

u(k) +
∑
k

∑
η

mηDη(k). (C.11)

Market clearing and stationary unemployment Market clearing requires that in

every period the total number of jobs created in each aggregate human capital market h is

equal to the number of jobs found by unemployed and job switchers. Market clearing can

be formulated as ∀k:

∑
η

JCη(k)mη =
∑
η

JQη(k)mη + JFu(k)

(
(1− s0)πo(k) + s0

H∑
m=1

πu(k|m)u(m)

)
(C.12)

Lemma C.1. Walras’ law implies that the 2 ∗ H expression in (C.10) and (C.12) are

linearly dependent.

Proof. This result can be shown by summing up the H expressions in (C.12) and using

(C.9) for each η to substitute out for
∑

k JCη(k)− JQη(k):

∑
k

∑
η

(JLη(k)+Dη(k))mη =
∑
k

JFu(k)

(
(1− s0)πo(k) + s0

H∑
m=1

πu(k|m)u(m)

)

Similarly add up the H expressions in (C.10) and rearrange after using (C.11):

∑
k

u(k) =
∑
k

[1− JFu(k)]

(
(1− s0)π0(k) + s0

H∑
m=1

πu(k|m)u(m)

)
+
∑
k

∑
η

JLη(k)mη ⇐⇒

∑
k

∑
η

(JLη(k)+Dη(k))mη =
∑
k

JFu(k)

(
(1− s0)πo(k) + s0

H∑
m=1

πu(k|m)u(m)

)
.
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